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The School of Agriculture hosts its annual
Fall on the Farm
event.
Check Agriculture, 9A
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University
looks to
expand
Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief
Murray State officials met with members of Paducah's Chamber of Commerce
Tuesday night at the Chamber's community forum to raise the possibility of
extending the Murray State campus to the
West Kentucky Community and Technical College location in Paducah.
Director of Paducah's campus Brian
Van Horn, Chairman of the Board of
Regents Alan Stout and Deputy to the
President Becky Watts spoke on behalf of
Murray State and its Paducah campus,
requesting that the chamber prioritize the
motion for Murray State to receive
$300,000 for a planning study. The study
would essentially set the project in motion
allowing exploration of things like siting.
building structure and available programs.
If a feasibility study is granted by the
chamber. Murray State would be eligible
to request state construction funding for
the new facility in the 2010-2012 biennium.
"(Murray State) and the Kentucky Community and Technical College System
have jointly requested planning money for
the 2010-2012 biennium as part of their
respective Six-Year Capital Plans as
required by the Council on Postsecondary
Education," Stout said in Tuesday's presentat\on. "The joint request in 10-12
would be to consider the feasibility of a
regional postsecondary center on the
WKCTC campus."
Vice President of Institutional
Advancement Jim Carter said discussion
about the facility has been going on for
several months because the Paducah
Community College facility has become
overcrowded.
Because of overcrowding, Watts said
the facility's importance is even greater.
She said in order to properly serve the
region and to meet enrollment goals set by
the UniversitY a new facility is essential.
The current enrollment at the Paducah
extended campus is 2,173, but the University's goal is to double the number of
enrollees and graduates as well as the
number of courses offered at the Paducah
campus.
"Paducah is right at the top in population that needs to be served in our region,"
Watts said. "The current facility is a former Pepsi bottling plant and its at its
capacity. It's maxed out - it's not like there
are rooms that sit empty, It's just not like
that."
If the new facility is approved, the facility will be constructed in an open area off
of Interstate 24, near the University of
Kentucky Engineering School, according
to the Paducah Sun.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boa.z@murraystate.edu.
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·Abrown recluse spider can be
Identified by the violin-shaped
marking on Itt back.
·Signs of a brown r~se bite
Include a flutcffHied blister, local
redness. Intense pain and a deep
....___.- enrarginQ ulcer.
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Employees climb steps to retirement
Emily Wudmer
News Editor
This article is the third in a four-part series on
higher education retirement in Kentucky.

For many, retirement is hard work.
"There's a lot of planning. There's a lot of
things that you have to consider from your own
personal situation," Joyce Gordon, associate vice
president for Human Resources said.
When an employee retires it not only affects
the retiree, but the University as a whole, Gor·
don said.
Announcing retirement
University President Randy Dunn said when
an employee decides to retire. it adds some pressure on.the areas in the University.
"It does create some stress in the organization

because typically you have someone who is
doing an important job," Dunn said. "There is
usually then a lag in time to get a position filled
and this is especially the case when you have
someone you're replacing who might have a high
level of expertise in some field or a highly technical background where you can't just hire somebody off the streets, so to speak, to do a given
job."
Often, before employees decide to retire they
talk to Dunn or other administrators. Dunn said
he helps them weigh pros and cons and asks
them to think things through completely before
making a decision.
Gordon said retirement is something an individual decides.
"We have, at the University, a number of individuals who actually have enough years in to be
able to retire, but retirement is kind of an indi-

----- --

------

vidual decision and usually it is done over, or at
least it's considered over a period of time," Gor·
don said.
Gordon said when an employee decides to
retire, they must contact Kentucky Teachers
Retirement Systems or the company in charge of
their Optional Retirement Plan. Some people
chose to talk to people at KTRS years before they
retire so things move easier.
Beginning the search
Gordon said employees can retire at any time
but they usually give a good notice before their
last day.
"Generally if you are retiring as a faculty mem·
ber, that is done at the end of the academic year,"
Gordon said. "It can be done at any time, but usually you don't have someone retire in the middle

see RmREMEIT, 3A
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Student identification system raises concern
throughout Murray State community
Mia Walters
Contributor
For many students, college can be an opportunity to figure out who they really are and to find their true identity.
But it's also a perfect time for a student's identity to be
stolen.
On Oct. 17, 2007, an on-campus caller reported identity
theft possibly from using Murray State computers, according to a police log from Public Safety. Major Jody Cash of
the .Murray State Police said the caller did not show up
when asked to come in to the police department and the
incident was subsequently closed.
Although the caller didn't follow through, Cash said the
incident raises an important issue. Contrary to stereotypical assumptions. identity theft is not all dumpster diving
and purse snatching. Simple things like forgetting to log
off of your account at a library computer can leave students vulnerable.
"An issue is that people don't think it can happen to
them, and the truth is that it's one of the easiest crimes to
fall victim to," Associate Professor of criminal justice
Bertus Ferreira said.
Jennifer Glass, senior from Louisville, Ky., said she
thinks students, as well as Murray residents, are not accustomed to this type of situation.
"It's Murray, and people leave their houses and cars
unlocked because they feel safe." said Jennifer Glass, Murray State Senior. "1 don't think identity theft is something
people here think about."
The Federal Trade Commission defines identity theft as
a crime that occurs when someone uses your personal

information "without your permis·
sion, to commit fraud or other
crimes." The offender may apply
for credit cards, take out loans or
get an I.D in your name. Often
times, a stolen Social Security
number is a thiefs gateway into a
person's identity.
At Murray State students use
their Social Security numbers
for numerous campus tasks.
These include logging on to
the PIN system, voting in
various campus elections
and anything else requiring
a student ID number.
"I feel safe using the PIN
system, but I know that if
someone got a hold of my
Social Security number they
could do some damage," senior
Damon Prince from Lexington,
Ky., said.
Internet communities also
raise some serious concerns, Ferreira said.
"Facebook is a big problem,"
Ferreira said. "It opens you not
only to identity theft, but to
harassment and possible violence.

see IDEITITY, 3A
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This week

1

Wednesday

•8a.m. "Crazy in Love" exhibit; Wrather
Museum; a look into an abusive relation·
ship; open until 5 p.m.. free
•7 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Austin
Peay; Racer Arena, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Chit·
dren of Men"; Curris Center Theater, free
•8 p.m. Haunted house; Sigma Chi house
103 N 14th St.: ends at midnight, $3 for
advance tickets in the Curris Center, $5 at
the door

•Deadline: Who's- Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges
application; apply in 116 Ordway Hall or
online at www.murray:aate.edu/
secsv/ whoswho/ whowho.pdf
•4 p.m. Hump Nile; Curris Center Stables;
African-American and Ethnic Programs
study night, free
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room: students may share issues: open to the public
•5:30 p.m. Dinner: Newman house, free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center The·
ater
•9 p.m. Rocky Horror Picture Show: Curris Center Theater; sponsored by the Student Government Association, free

•Noon Football vs. Eastern Kentucky ;
Roy Stewart Stadium, free
•7 p.m. Heritage Ball; Curris Center Ballroom; call Kay Hays at 809-2234 for more
information, $40
•7:30 p.m. Cinema international: ..Chil·
dren of Men"; Curris Center Theater, free
•8 p.m. Haunted house; Sigma Chi house
103 N 14th Street: ends at l2 a.m., $3 for
advance tickets in the Curris Center, $5 at
the door
•8 p.m. The October concert; Lovett auditorium: go to ticketmaster.com for more
information, $10

Thursday

I
file photo

•6:30 p.m. "The Art of Belly Dancing'';
dance sludio in The Fine Arts building;
call 809-3140 to reserve a spot, $3 students, $5 nonstudents
•7 p.m. Drag show; Curris Center Ball·
room; sponsored by Murray State
Alliance. $3 students, $5 nonstudents
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Letters
from Iwo jirna"; Curris Center Theater,
free

Coming Up:10 a.m. Nov. 3; Bull Riding
School; Expo Center; tor more Information contact J.D.Van Hooser at (270) 809-3039 or (270)
809-8Z3·32n, $200
·7:30 p.m. Nov. 8; "Qrumpy Old Menu; Lovett
Auditorium; dessert Included; for more information go to tlcketmaster.com. $12

Ji'YOU would like an event to ap~ in
the 11tis Week section, fill out a form In
the Murray St11te News office at ill WU·
son H!Ul. fax SQ S.09.-ll1S o~ e-mail information to news@murr~e.eda.
:Plea~ l$ubmit events b)" Wednesdays
at noon. We cannot guarantee all items
will be published.

1109 Chestnut Sl. • N~»:t Door to Wendy"s
Hours; Monday · Saturday, 10 a.m • 6 p.m.
Phono: 7~113

nalia.

Oct. 22

Oct. 20
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now until Oct. :311

Scary Hairy 6ack6
CreepY Eeeky

Spider Veinal
112 p r ic;e (30 m in . session)

Ml.l r t"ay

~L~SER
Cel, ter

www.murraylaser

Ihe Iwoplo Iannlna
901 Coldwater Road • Murray, KY
(270) 753-8477

• T1nning B1ds w/ f1ci1ll1mps
S4 per one time visit,
one month unlimited for only $24.95
minute packages available
• Full body/ facial wax
• Massage Therapy now aVIilable
£uh~r 1/2 hour or full hour
Call for an appointment

• Sp1 Mlnicures/ Pedicures
Acrylic Nails

Acrylics, gel nails. nail an
• Perms, C11t & Style, Updo's
• C~lor~
•
• Hrghhghts (foil and cap)

36 Bulb Bronzing Beds
30 Minute Beds
10 Minute Beds
20 Minute Beds
9 Minute Standup

Tan in a bed cf your choice!
Our Prices Are For Any Bed

NIIJ Pikes

• Haircuts $10 (and up} del11t . credit. and checll s accepted

BIG APPLE HALLOWEEN PARTY

bigapplen1urray.com

Emily Wuchner and Alaina Zanin
compile Police Beat with materials
"Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.

270.71>1-4999 • 1625 Hwy. 121 N. •

SPECIAL T UESDAY NIGHT SHOW

Behind Cheri Theatres

•

1/2 p r lc;e (6x pac;ka~e)

WWW.B IGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

Cornt•r uf I Oth & An·adia • 759-8866

•
•
'

" llow.•"
?t: 'pttfiel' ~

Murray State University Public Relations
Student Soc
of America

·MILLER LITE GIRLS WILL BE HERE

•

Motorist assists- 1
Racer escorts· 3
Arrests- I

from Mun-ay LatJer Center ...

Prizes
Costume
Contest

On Halloween,
Oct. 31, 2007
8 p.m. - 12 a.m.

• GIVEAWAYS FOR BEST COSTUME

6:28 a.m. An officer was at Pullen
Farm with the Murray Police
Department for a deer that had
possibly been hit by a car and
wounded. Murray Police took
care of the deer.
10:03 a.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported possible damage
to a vehicle while parked on campus. An officer spoke with a caller
~ho reported no criminal damage.
3:43 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Jeffrey D.
Bugg, sophomore from Benton,
Ky., for passing an unloading
school bus. An officer gave a vcr·
bal warning for not h:~ving a drivcr's license and not having proof
of insurance.
S:08 p.m. The residence director
of Franklin College reported a
sweater missing from the fourthfloor laundry room. An officer
took a report for theft of less than
$300.

2:2S p.m. A caller from Hart Col·
lege reported two men selling
games and puzzles in the building.
The men were told to leave cam·
pus by a front desk worker.
3:47 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to William B.
2:06 a.m. An officer reported a
person at Pogue Library running
Scott, nonstudent from Paris,
after seeing the officer. The offiTenn., for passing a school bus
cer reported the person appeared
while it was unloading, not having
very intoxicated. The person was
current insurance and not wearlocated and asked to leave caming a seatbelt.
11:05 p.m. The residence director
pus.
2:14 a.m. A caller reported a perof Hester College reported people
son setting off fireworks near 16th
burning things in front of the
Street. The person was located by
building. An officer folind the
Murray Police off campus. .. .... .. _remnants of a buriJed newspaper,
8:S4 a.m. An officer reported a sitbut no smoke or fire. The Murray
ver scooter parked between
Fire Department was notified. An

El Mariac:hi Loc:o

• BAWN IN THE MASH PLAYING

Oct. 24

6:30p.m. A caller from White College reported a dead raccoon in
front of the building. Facilities
Management was notified.
10:31 p.m. A contractor reported
two students climbing over the
fence surrounding the TRIO
building. An officer told the stu·
dents not to go in the building.

Boo Bash

..A.'"'-IXJ

Sunset Boulevard Music

THQRSDAY Nov. 1

9:56 a.m. A caller from the Uni·
versity Bookstore reported a possible shoplifter. The situation was
resolved. An officer took an informntion report.
S:34 p.m. A calJer from Doyle Fine
Arts Center reported something
running in the second-floor
mechanical room. Central Plant
was notified.
ll:OS p.m. The smoke alarm on the
first-floor of Elizabeth College
activated due to burned food. The
Murray Fire Department and
Central Plant were notified.

Oct. 21

PRSSA Presents
The First Ever

JL ·~~

40 +BAND
Don't Put Your
Costumes Away Yet!

Oct. 23

$5

Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget- Custom Installation

TUESDAY Nov.6
RAW FIELDS
THURSDAY Nov.S

officer took a report.

2:Sl a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Andrew M. O'Rourke,
graduate student from Murray,
Ky., for intoxication. possession
of marijuana and drug parapher-

3:19 p.m. A caller from the housing department reported a possible sexual assault. An officer
determined the incident was off
campus and referred the caller to
the Murray Police Department.
An officer took a report.
8:40p.m. A caller from the Oakley
Applied Sciences building reported people tearing limbs off of a
tree on the west side of the building. An officer told them not to
bother the trees.
10:27 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a man drinking
in the lobby of the building. An
officer told the man to leave and
not return. An officer took a
report.

New & Used Compact Discs

.avALPINE.

Waterfield Library and Ordway
Hall. An officer found the owner
and told them not to park it on
campus.
11:07 a.m. A caller {rom the
Regents College parking lot
reported vandalism to a truck. An
officer could not determine
whether the damage was an accident. An officer took an information report.
3:44 p.m. A caller from the Expo
Center reported a student was
injured by a horse. The student
had already been transported to
the emergency room by Emergency Medical Services.

Oct.l9

Monday

•S p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
Curris Center Tennessee Room; open to
the public
•8 p.m. Oc-tuba-fest; Performing Arts Hall
in Doyle Fine Arts Center, free

or

I

•S p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman
House; Mattingly Hall across from Newman House, free

Tuesday

Oct. 23
p.m. A caller from Richmond Colllege
""'nnrt•~l1 it looked like spar.kes were co~lli11lg
the light pole5 on the east side
building. An officer reported the light was
.w...r_.,.o...., reileotiog rain drops.

<eponed possible power lines ncar the ground at
14th Street and Olive Boulevard.
An officer was unable to determine what type of line it was.
Murray Electric Systems determined it was a cable line and not
electric.
1 S:07 p .m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Jonah M. Waggoner, sophomore from Salem,
Ill., for disregarding a stop sign,
having expired registration and
not having a driver's license in his
possession.
7:24 p.m. The residence director
of Elizabeth College reported
people stuck on the elevator on
the sixth floor. Central Plant was
notified and the people were let
out of the elevator.
10:03 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
contraband in the back of a truck
in the Franklin College parking
lot. An officer was enroute to the
area as the vehicle left.

Sunday

•4:30 p.m. Murray State Speech and
Debate Union workshop; Regents Collt:gc
lobby, free
•6 p.m. Home-cooked meals provided by
church groups: Wesley Foundation, free

Police Beat - - - - - - -
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MSU Student 10 Discount
(Excluding Specials)

Next to August Moon • Walk-ins Welcome
Or Call (270)767-0000 for Appointments
Hairdressers·
Massaue
Nails:
Kathy Smith. Nicole Fonhman.
Amanda Morris

Kerri Turner

Trang

Hours:
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m.· 6 p.m.

Saturday • 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.

1 Session

$4.50

90 Minutes $12.60
180 Minutes $21.60
300 Minutes $31.50
600 Minutes $54.00
Open Seven Days a Week
Monday • Thursday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 8 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. • 5 p.m.

1550 Lowes Orive Suite A. Murray KY
Call:(270)767·0000

visit thenews.ora IIOW
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RETIREMENT
From Pagel
of the semester."
Dunn said employees are hired to fill positions left by retiree on a unit-by-unit basis
depending on the people available in the
department and the type of demands by the
job.
For most positions University officials for a
search committee that receives and reviews
applications, conducts interviews with the candidates and makes a recommendation. Officials
try to form a separate search committee for
each position, Dunn said. Human Resources
OKs the recommendation. then the dean for
the area and Dunn sign off on the hire. Ultimately the Board of Regents sees and approves
the hire.

Choosing a hire
Sometimes officials divide the work between
other individuals in the department or have
another person take on extra duties. Other
times, interims are appointed to keep the work
going.
Dunn said when finding an interim to fill a
position, job requirements and position
requ irements are something considered. An
interim may not have the same experience as
the retiree bad, but Dunn said officials work
hard to find someone that comes fairly close.
"Part of the nature of being an interim sometimes is they may not have the optimal set of
qualifications but they're in the system already,
they're available to do the work, they have the

necessary ... background, education and experience at a satisfactory level to come in and do
the job on a short term basis," Dunn said.
Sometimes interims are promoted to the
position they took over. Dunn said the University bas no policy about promoting within.
"Unless there is a unit where there's a need
for fresh thinking of some new blood, l'm generally pretty favorably disposed to having
internal candidates be able to apply for positions at the University," Dunn said. "I think it's
something we owe our employees, to have that
opportunity for them."
When faculty members retire, Dun said the
University sometimes hires adjuncts.
Dunn said interims are appointed quickly so

IDENTITY

SPIDERS

From Pagel

From Pagel

It is very dangerous to put too much information on
there."
To protect yourself from identity theft. Cash recommends that students safeguard personal information and be aware that many attempts to get personal information appear legitimate.
If students fall victim, it can create a lasting problem.
· "Once your identity is stolen it takes lawyers,
money and many years to clear your name," Ferreira

said.
.
According to the FTC, approximately 9 million
Americans are victims of identity theft each year.
"Identity theft is the fastest growing crime in
America," Ferreira said. "Crooks fmd that it is an
easy way to make money without using violence."
If a student believes his or her identity has been
compromised, contact Public Safety at 809-2222.
Mia Walters can be reached at mia.waltcrs@murraystate.edu.

HaPPY
Halloween

to do is put up a bulletin so when students depart, we ask them to make sure they seal
their cardboard boxes with their belongings before they put them in storage."
If a student sees a spider or any insects in their room, they should report the problem to housing, who notifies facilities management. Harper said workers will assess the
problem and then try trapping the insects.
" It will be responded to immediately," Harper said. "When we get that kind of information, we do not hesitate to take care of it. The safety of our students is our No. J priority. Students are here to study. They don't need to be bothered with what they might
see as an insect problem. We're going to take care of that."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at emily. wucbner@murraystate.edu
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1 topping pizza' s
For Only

Food and Fun
for the Fami~y!

froexpr~Ss

•ts

tan

••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
: SUNLESS SPECIAL : SINGLE SESSION SPECIAL:
~ ANY'SINGLESESSION:•
•••
•
•••
•
: MYSTIC SESSION OR :
••
•
•
•
: FULL BODY AIRBRUSH :
•
•• airbrush by appointment only ••
••
ONE
PER
PERSON
•• not valid on touch ups ••
••
••
••
•••
expires 11-3-07
•
expires 11-3-07
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••
Located behind Cracker Barrell • (270) 767-1831

$

work can continue to move within the department. Permanent searches in professional
areas or administrative areas can take a year or
more.
"To me there's a good middle ground on
those searches," Dunn said.
"You don't want them dragging out forever
but at the same time, if there is the luxury of
some time, taking time, vetting out candidates,
doing interviews, doing good background
checking, usually is well wort h the time
extended for the betterment of the University.
When people try to rush searches, you just
tend to get into trouble."
Emily Wu cbner can be reached at
emily. wuclmer@murraystate.edu.
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2 All You Ca" Eat

off
5

$3.50

Pizza Juffet
with Prhtks

Buffet is now open all
day everyday!
804 Chestnut St•
Murray, KY
(270) 753-6656

For O"IY

f11.99
~
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Murray State Universi:tY Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff
SENIOR SALUTE
DECEMBER 2007

~~/~

University Store

Wednesday, Oct. 31
Thursday, Nov. 1
•

Diploma Frame
Protect and display
your diploma
with a custom
made frame.
Perfect for
home or office.
$109.95- $179.95
Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.
$16

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

.

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University Class d
Rings. Take advantage
of promotional prices
starting at $239.00 durIng Senior Salute.

COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

•

BE~ISTBAB'S OFFICE: Answering que~tions regarding graduation, degree
requirements, and commencement exerc1ses.

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating
class. Available in packages of 25.

ST~DENT L~A~ fg9UNT1Nfn: Conducting exit counseling for December

$7

gra uates w1t ta or oans. nformational booklets and loan summary
fotals will be available on that day. Arepresentative will be available unlil
4:00 p.m. each day.

MSU GRADUATE ~TV~IES: A representative from Graduate Programs will
epresent to provi e In ormation about the Master's Degree programs and to
ass1st graduates in the application process.
CA~E~~ ?cERVICES· Come

learn how to establish a career services file
on-lne~ normatiOn abOut resume preparation, interviewing, and job search
techniques will be available.

Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

$9.50

AtUMNI ASSO~IATION : Alumni Association representatives will provide
in ormation on ow to network with MSU Alumm before and after graduation,
how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, why it is importanl to stay in
Personalized Announce- touch w1th Murray State.

ments
UNI~E,~ 9tOQKS~OB~: Be fitted for vour cap and gown, order your PerThe best way to announce soniize
uat1on IWitattons and morel The meet wilh our Josten's Rep- Cap, Gown, &Tassel Ensembles
to all those special
resentative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing RepreBachelor's $32.95
people. Your name,
sentative to select ttie perfect diploma frame.
includes stole
degree and major will be
Master's $92.95
printed in the actual text of THE SHIELD YEARBOOK: Be sure to order your copy of the 2007 Shield!
your announcement,
Includes stole and hood
The Yearbook is a perfect way to preserve those memories that made your
along with the time and years at MSU so unforgettable. Ayearbook photographer will be on site to
Accessories
location of the graduation capture your spot in The Shield!
Residential College Stoles
$15.25
ceremony. Available in
Bachelor Honor Cords
$8.00
~~S~~ PHQTOGSAPHfe: Have your graduation portrait taken at Senior
packages of 20.
Master's Hoods
$54.95
aute~ here IS no Sitting ee, obligation to buy, no appointment needed,
$32

ra

and F~EE proofs. We w111 provide the regalia to have your graduation
portra1t taken.
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Opinion Editor: Jim Burch
Phone: 809-5873

Murray State, lets kids be kids

University keeps rules light
for trick-or-treating children

..

@)

\

/

/

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The Murray State News.
Children from the community are invited to go trick-ortreating at participating residential colleges this Halloween season, Ken Ashlock, assistant director of administrative services, told T he Murray State News.
After tragic incidents like the Virginia Tech shootings,
many colleges and universities, including Murray State,
have enforced new security rules concerning campus residences. These security additions range from more Racercard checks to locked doors at all residential colleges.
We're pleased to see that these new security issues
won't be affecting something as simple as letting children
trick-or-treat in the residential colleges.
Like last year, children will be invited to trick-or-treat in
participating residential colleges from 5 to 7 p.m. on Halloween. They must be accompanied by an escort, usually
a member of the Residential College Council. Residents
who want to give away candy can put up a sign on their
doors, Ashlock said.
According to Ashlock, all of the rules concerning trickor-treating are the same as they were last year.
"Usually, children are in groups of four and five and
accompanied by parents if they're young enough," he said.
We're happy the University didn't feel the need to buckle down on the smallest of details for residential college
,.,. security. Safety should be Murray State's No. 1 priority
concerning the students who live in the residential colleges, but it's good to see that a little freedom is granted
now and then.
The last thing we want to see is residential colleges
cracking down like airport security. Sending children in
costumes through metal detectors and random checkpoints would be a humorous sight but an unnecessary
safety measure.
Locked doors and multiple Racercard checks are
already a bit too much, so we're glad to see the University
is giving some leniency this Halloween and letting children do what they love most on' Hallowe~n - trick-ortreat.
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what do you think•••
What·areyou going to be for Halloween?

Women.disrespected when running 'loop'

"Lt. Dengle from Reno 911."

In My
Opinion

and "Look at that ass," while holding their heads
out the window with their tongue wagging so far
you'd think their neck would break.
One particularly bad night we had two old
clunker trucks fllled with rednecks drive by and
rev up their engines while staring and yelling
pickup lines to show us what they had to offer.
I know you're probably surprised to hear we
didn't get weak at the knees, but the worst part
was after they passed us once, they stopped a little further down the road and waited to do a
repeat performance not just once or twice, but
three more times. I mean, seriously? I'm working
out here. I only wish I had that much time on my
hands.
Night after night, we have to put up with this
banter from a bunch of lonely guys and all we
want to do is get our sweat on. It makes me want
to stop right there, go home and order pizza.
Guys. if you want to meet a girl, try talking to
her. not calling to her from the street like a piece
of meat.
And I'm not saying girls are the only victims
here. I've seen a few shirtless studs running
around that I myself wanted to call after but I
contained myself. I know when you're trying to
work out, it's not the time or place and for those
girls who haven't realized it yet, I apologize on
their behalf.
Bottom line - quit with the catcalls and let us
focus on the mission at hand. It's o nly helping us
get that much better looking and everyone benefits from that as long as you talk to us with a little
respect.

the news editorial board

The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for informa·
tion. Our goal is to present that information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide
a free and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News is a desrgnated public forum. Student editors have authority
to make all content decisions without censorship or advance approval. The paper offers
a hands-on learning environment for students interested in journalism. The campus
press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy and its editors
should develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first copy is free. Additional copies are available for
25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

Dan Wakeford ·Malverne, N.Y.
freshman

"I'm going as a firefighter and my
boyfriend is going as the fire."

Brittany Clukaj • Hardinsburg, Ky.
freshman

"I'm going to be Mickey a Ia 'Fantasia.'"
Adam Morton • calvert City, Ky.
junior

'Tm going to be Screech from ·saved by
the Bell.'"

Kent Willett • Newburgh, Ind.
freshman
Caitlin Dun nagan!The News
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Don't stare at my butt when I run
Since the dawn of manklnd, men and women
have tried various tactics to attract attention from
the opposite sex.
In the Stone Age, cavemen beat their chests to
land their dream cave women. In the 80s, men
teased their hair to catch a babe. Today, they yell
terrible pick up lines at women from moving
vehicles. Classy.
Since late August, a few girlfriends and I have
been training for a half-marathon by walking the
2.2-mile loop around campus. I'm trying to fmally lose that freshman 15 and get in shape for a
good cause. but something keeps distracting me catcalls.
Now, don't get me wrong -like every other girl
out there, I love to be complimented. Who doesn't like to walk in somewhere after spending an
Ashley
hour getting their hot self ready and hear how
Edwards
much it paid off? I know I do. I like to be told that
I have on a cute outfit or my hair looks really
Ashley Edwards is good. and even the occasional 'You look so pretthe assistant Col· ty' is nice to hear from peers.
lege life editor for
But, it's the guy that yells "Mmm-mmm,
The Murray State
dammnnn,
girl" as you pass by his table that is
News
completely annoying. Seriously, do guys really
think a girl is going to turn around and say. "Boy,
you're smooth?" Because she is not.
Now, getting back to my original story, my
friends and I have been working out five nights a
week, hard-core, sweating up a storm. Yet every
night we have to put up with the same harassment.
Guys passing by and honking, yelling com-.
ments like "Hey baby, let me get your number,"

Autumn Boaz

Autumn Boaz

Editor in Chief 809·6877

Sports Editor • 809·4481
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JimBurch
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

according
to jim ...

Halloween
Mike
Odom

Charlotte
Kyle

A dvertising
staff

Steve
Miller

Staff writer

Staff writer

There's nothing sexist
about sexy costumes

If you're a girl. Halloween is a great time
of year because you
have the excuse to
dress as revealingly as
you wish and get away
with it.
If you're a guy, it's a
great time of year
because girls can dress
"James Bond. I'd have all the
"I would be a Spartan. It wouldn't
"Harriet M. Welsch from
as revealingly as they
cool props like a tuxedo,
be an issue of money. Having a keg
'Harriet the Spy.' Her yellow
"Captain Jack Sparrow."
wish and get away
sports
cars, gadgets and, of
instead of a six-pack would be the
raincoat and spy belt was super
with it.
course. Bond girls."
problem."
rad."
Call it sexist if you
want, but no one is
Jim
forcing anyone to
What is the best horror movie of all time?
Burch
dress the way they do
during the Halloween
'"The Omen' pretty much
season. You won't see every girl wearing
"'Poltergeist' was the scariest
"'Crossroads.' There is nothing
ruined my childhood. I saw it
something seductive on Halloween weekmovie I'd ever seen. I don't know if
more frightening than watching
"'Psycho.' It's a classic."
when I was 9 or 10 and didn't
end, and I'm pretty sure no one will be
it was the ghoSts in the television
Britney Spears attempting to
sleep for four years afterward.
looking at the covered costumers won·
or the creepy midget lady.''
acL"
That kid still freaks me out."
dering what's wrong.
I'm trying to look at this topic from the
of both sexes as best I can.
perspective
You only get to have one kind of candy for Halloween. What do you choose?
It's easy to say girls should be able to
dress sexy guilt-free from a male point of
view. but I'm going to take the stance that
"Reese's Peanut Butter Cups,
"Peanut M&M's. It's the same price ' "Smarties. Second in sugar-high
"Smarties, because you get a
most girls feel the same way, but for difbecause the peanut butter and as plain M&M's but with a peanut.
bunch and they're nothing but ferent reasons.
effects only to Pixie Stix, but
chocolate are very pleasing to
Brilliant!"
pure sugar tablets."
Guys like to see skin. Yeah, I said it. If a
they don't break in your bag.''
my palate."
girl looks good, she'll look really good in
a sexy Halloween costume. I don't feel
like a pig saying that. Beauty should never
be bidden and those who are blessed with
W E " ~E G O NNA. PA.INT
it have the right to show it how ever they
THI S T O WN 'RED .
want - covered or revealed.
The problem with this issue is that
most women are perfectly fine with other
women dressing however they wish on
Halloween. but from the small percentage
that's so outspoken, it seems like there is
a significant objection.
It's sort of like Native American mascots. I'll bet anything that most Native
Americans don't have a problem with
mascots like the Fighting Illini and the
Seminoles. In fact, 1 would be honored if
a major university was representing my
heritage. 1 can understand how team
•1
names 1llt'e "'SWages" or 1"RedsklnSO can
be offensive, but most Native American
names are very respectful. Getting back
to the issue at hand, 1 digress.
I want to say to the women who arc
severely opposed to sexy Halloween costumes - I'm not saying that women
should dress sexy. I'm saying they have
the right to dress bow they choose without being disrespected or objected.
WILDEST PRESIDENT MURRAY HAS EVER SEEN!
If a guy dressed as a Spartan from the
movie "300," would that be considered
inappropriate? The costume is basically a
pair of maroon underwear, but I'll guess
Anyone who is not for health, was the brains Homecoming bonfire. I feel that no one would have any complaints
Commentary mlsrepre- I crimes. That is beyond the
desire for the opposite sex. those principles is, by the behind the first triathlon that it is an event that can about the costume, at least not in the
sents sexual orientation
I am writing a response to same sex or the attraction to very definition, a bigot. Fur· club and the faculty sponsor really bring students togeth- same way as if a woman dressed in someMorgan Hardy's commen- both sexes. Additionally, thermore, if there is anyone during the program's ,first er to show support for and thing nearly as revealing.
motivate our football team
In fact, there are probably more revealtary in The Murray State BDSM is a sexual, or some- in the position, like the years of existence.
Board
Jim
Bauerdid
may
have
for
their
big
game.
times
non-sexual
practice,
of
Regents,
who
feels
ing
male costumes out there than people
News regarding a non-disIt was very humbling to think, but you' ll never hear about the neghe or she can't speak out helped provide funding, but
crimination policy at Mur- not an orientation.
The exact definition of against this ignorance, then Keller was the true Tribreds see everyone who did attend ativity of a guy wearing one because it's
ray State.
First of all, I want to stress sexual orientation is the that person docs not deserve creator. He organized meet- and put forth the effort out just placed in a whole different category
ings, events and practices, to make this year's Home- for some reason.
that I understand many peo- least of my worries. What a leadership role.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. built a Web site, drove us to coming bonfire a success. 1
Now, what doesn't help the situation is
ple still do not grasp the puzzles me is that if Hardy is
meaning of sexual orienta- truly in full support of a said "a time comes when competitions and did what was, however, very disap- guys who do disrespect girls who dress
he could in his free time to pointed that Head Coach sexy for Halloween. Most of the reason
tion and this is in no way a non-discriminatory work- silence is betrayal."
Matt Griffin and the football the topic is looked down upon is because
It outrages me when peo- spark interest.
slam or ridicule of tbat lack place, why does be not feel
Keller has years of experi- team couldn't b~ in atten- of the way guys treat girls during that
of understanding. Yet, I feel this non-discriminatory pol- ple say they are for equality
time of year. I've been at Murray State for
that I must take it upon icy is a good idea? Could it but they pick and choose ence in the sport and is dance.
The sole purpose of the four years now and I really have seen too
someone the TriRacers
myself to educate those peo- be a lack of understanding of who should be equal.
should heavily consider bonfire was to lift the spirits much of it. Revealing costumes should
the true meaning of sexual
ple, including Hardy.
going after to get involved of the football team and to not be considered slutty or easy, at least
Angie Gregory
Sexual orientation does orientation?
with their new club. He has allow Griffin to give us a not in the offensive sense, because it's
Yet. why should we Alumna
not involve pedophiles or
a passion for the University "Go Racers" speech. I feel attitudes like those that fuel negative
people
who
enjoy squabble over the fine lines Murray, Ky.
and the sport, and he would Griffin undermines his stereotypes and strong opinions against
bondage/domination/sadls of the definitions of "sexual
be a valuable asset in pro- encouragement of the foot- what women should wear on Halloween.
m/masochism, as Hardy orientation"? We should not Alumnus pleased to see
viding advice.
ball team by asking students
want people to endure new Triathlon club
To narrow it all down, there won't be
suggested in the article.
I know Randy Keller's to go to games and then not any problems with how women wear cos·
Sexual orientation basical- unfairness because of their
As a former member of
exclusion was unintentional. letting the team attend the tumes if everyone comes out to respect
ly means heterosexual, sexual orientation or sexual the Tribreds, the Universibut I felt he shouldn't be for- bonfire.
each other's rights and just have a good
homosexual or bisexual. identhy for that matter, ty's first triathlon club, I'm
gotten. Good luck to all the
I will thank the four or time.
These are not choices. which includes transgen- very pleased to read anothTriRacers out there, and I five players who showed up,
dered persons.
er club has been formed.
You can have all the alcohol and parties
These are absolutes.
It is the same as saying
The sport is growing hope you develop a love for and I hope the bonfire was a in the world, but it will all go off without
The definition of sexual
orientation has been debat- that you are for racial har- rapidly on college campuses triathlons like Randy and I rallying point for their par- a hitch if people follow the golden rule.
ticipation in the Homecom- That goes for men and women.
ed, confused with sexual mony but don't believe it is a across the nation and I hope have.
ing game. I also want to
As for me, I'm looking forward to seeidentity into some depth of good idea to vote for a non- the TriRacers build much
thank Derek Nance for fill- ing all the crazy costumes this year. but
debate. It should never be racial discrimination policy. more interest than we had Nathan Clinkenbeard
ing in for Griffin by speaking I'm not here to judge any of them. I'm a
confused, ' however. with We can't help who we are on the first time around. Beside Alumnus
to the attendees and bring- gentleman.
the inside or the outside. We wishing the new club suc- Covington, Ky.
pedophilia or BDSM.
ing out the best in Murray
Pedophilia is sexual are all created equal, there- cess, I'm writing this letter
State, which is Racer spirit. 1
attraction to children. It's fore we should have equal because someone who Student disappointed in
not an orientation.We opportunities as well as a deserves credit was left out footbaD's participation
I would like to thank Allan Hendricks
Jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
shouldn't mistake the attrac- policy that protects those of the story. Randy Keller, a
Murray State News. He can be reached at
tion that lies within some- equalities. Not limited professor in the department everyone who came out and Senior
: james.burch@murraystate.edu.
of occupational safety and participated in this year's Henderson, Ky.
one's orientation with sex equality, true equality.
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Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers
for verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray
State News reserves the right to edit for style, tength and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Work begins on new Campus Suites ·apartments
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
With its approximate 490 bedrooms, Campus Suites' upcoming gated housing facility
will represent an off-campus living option
comparable to that of Murray Place's 504 living
facilities .
Campus Suites' investment within the city of
Murray signals a growing interest of outside
companies in the development of Murray State.
Candace Dowdy, Murray city planner said
while looking at available land for the new
facility Tom Lang and Henry Morton, chairman of Campus Suites, functioned as the company's primary representatives to the city of
Murray.
"Lang and Morton have been our main contacts as far as Lang came up from Florida to our
offices to inquire on the property for sale,"
Dowdy said. "Lang asked about such things as
the specifics of putting college housing on the
property as well as setbacks and requirements
of the process."
In the end, Morton and Campus Suites purchased the necessary land through Angelia Fry,
a local RE/MAX realtor.
"Campus Suites first researched the Bowling
Green area looking for a good, tight-knit community," Fry said ...But after they saw that a lot

of the kids from the area were coming to Murray, they looked around the campus and contacted people involved with Murray State
housing."
According to Morton, the company's interest
in Murray State came from a combination of
potential and a housing need among students.
"We saw a shortage in the market of available housing, loved the University, loved what
they were doing in Murray, was very
impressed with the school's plan and saw a
shortage that we could fill effectively,'' Morton
said.
Plans to fill what Morton and Campus Suites
see as a shortage in Murray State housing
involve a gated housing facility equipped with
apartments featuring up to four bedrooms.
While inside each separate bedroom is a bathroom, outside the five main housing buildings
will be a tennis court, pool, and clubhouse.
"We provide an environment for social gathering, friendly sporting events between the
buildings, and an overall lifestyle we think the
students will enjoy," Morton said. "We want
this to be your home. we want you to love the
place where you live, and that is what we try to
provide from top to bottom."
While Morton's goal is to provide more alternatives to students living off campus, Fry said
he is determined to include the city and Uni-

C'.aitlin Ounnagan/The News

Crews beQan work on Campus Suitesover the summer. When work Is complete the facility, located on 16th
Street will have about 490 bedrooms.
versity in as many aspects as possible. When
hiring for management and training positions,
Fry said Morton will likely look to the Murray
community to fill the available jobs. Fry said
Morton is also interested in providing security
and possibly even transportation for students
to and from the new facility through partnerships with Murray State security and the Murray transit system.
In hopes of bringing a retail component to

Across campus

Web sites allow students to evaluate teachers
Jodi Keen
Contributing writer
Come November, professors beware.
As Murray State students prepare to
register for spring courses, some turn to
online resources to aid in their search for
the perfect schedule.
Web sites like Rate My Professors and
Profeval serve as online directories of
"good and "bad" professors at U.S. university campuses, 80 in Kentucky alone
on Rate My Professor. Even studentfavorite MySpace includes a professorrating feature in its college search engine.
Much like an eBay transaction or professor evaluation, feedback is left on the
Web sites in reference to professors' proficiency, communication, enthusiasm,
grading, assignments, fairness and level
of difficulty.
Each Web site differs in its grading
scale. Rate My Professors uses a
good/average/bad quality system, while
MySpace assigns professors a plus/ minus
letter grade.
While course diversity isn't as extensive as other Web sites, Profeval more
similarly relates to the professor evaluations administered by the University

every semester. Included information
examines exam content (be It multiple
choice, essay, true or false or fill-in-theblank), extra credit, attendance policies,
quantity of notes, difficulty and textbook
requirements. An overall good/average/bad grading and comments are also
offered.
Given the fact that Rate My Professor
alone includes feedback for 569 Murray
State professors, do students on campus
seek others' advice online in regard to
those professors?
"I've never used them (the Web sites),"
senior Karissa Ramey, from Eddyville,
Ky., said. "I just ask my friends, or I'm
adventurous (when scheduling)."
But Lori Cornish. graduate student
from Louisville, Ky., said her undergraduate scheduling process was not complete without checking out potential professor candidates online.
''I checked Profeval before scheduling
every' semester in my undergraduate
degree (at Western Kentucky University)," Cornish said. "It helped a lot when
scheduling courses. If a professor bad
bad feedback, I wouldn't take them."
Even professors get in on the action.
Barbara Cobb, assistant professor of Eng-

lish and philosophy, said she has previously checked the content of such Web
sites and has even .read her own feedback.
"The funniest (feedback) was someone
put that I was either a lesbian or a feminist," Cobb said. The feedback, however,
was flagged and is currently under
review, so "apparently someone thought
it was offensive."
Rate My Professors includes a special
shout-out to Murray State. The University's own Sally Mcintosh, lecturer of English and philosophy, holds the distinction
of being No. 12 on Rate My Professors'
list of 25 Top Rated Professors of 2007.
In 34 ratings, Mcintosh earned a perfect five out of five in average clarity and
helpfulness and overall quality, and a 4.7
out of five in average easiness.
Some advise exercising caution when
using online resources to determine one's
scheduling choices and warn that incomplete feedback leaves room for educational risk.
Said Cobb: "The most damning feedback is where they say, 'The professor's
really easy. gives all A's,' and then people
take the class because of that."
Jodi Keen can be reached at
jodi.keen@murraystate.edu.

Murray, Morton said they decided to leave a
3.24-acre tract of land in front of the facility
available to businesses.
"Campus Suites had no plans of utilizing that
area," Fry said. "They were hoping it could be
something geared towards students. such as an
internet cafe, food chain, or something else that
students could use."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystate.edu.

Men's crew team hold service fundraiser
The men's crew team will hold Rent-A-Rower Nov. 10 from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
During the time team members will complete odd jobs such as
car washing, painting, raking leaves and yard work. Cost is $35.
For more information, contact Alex Klausing at
alexander.klausing@murraystate.edu or Bill McLean at 809-3748.

Students create engineering society
Murray State students began the society of Women Engineers
Chapter Interest Group and are requesting any interested men or
women to attend meetings, according to a press release.
T he group is open to people majoring in engineering physics,
applied physics, mathematics and engineering technology.
The groups was formed to encourage women to become interested in the engineering field.
The group is still getting started and any students interested
should email Jessica Dunker at jessica.dunker@murraystate.edu
for a meeting schedule. Put "Interested in SWE" in the subject
line.

Student association reschedules forum
The student Government Association will be hosting a Q&A
session for students who want their concerns to be addressed at
6 p.m. Monday in Winslow Dining Hall. The event will be broadcasted live at mur:ray.:;tate.edu and on channel ll.
Students can make suggestion or ask questions to Vice President for Student Affairs Don Robertson, Food Services Director
Richard Fritz and SGA president Eric King.

Free ID Week!

\

Nov. 5-20,2007
Update your ID Card at the Racercard Office.
Please Note:
Replacement Schedule is by
Residential College.
Nov. 5th - Lee Clark/Clark Hall
Nov. 6th - Elizabeth
Nov. 7th- Hart
Nov. 8th - Hester
Nov. 12th - Regents
Nov. 13th - Richmond
Nov. 14th - Springer/Franklin
Nov. 15th - White
Nov. 19th- "Make-up Day''
Nov. 20th -"Make-up Day''
Hours of Operation:
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Who's Who
2007 - 08 Who's Who
Among Students in American
.Universities and COlleges
Applications available in the

Office of Student Affaits
I 16 Ordway Hall 809-6831
or online at

http://www.murnystateedulsecsv'/whoswho/whowt;~p(W

Deadline is Oct. 31, 2001
Racercard Office Is located on the
1st Floor of the Currls Center

Criteria for replacement
Must Turn In Current ID/Offer Not Valid for Lost Card
Old Card Design
Card Damaged
Photo not clearly useable for ID purposes
Update Residential College
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Spotlight

The Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about an administrator or
staff member evcJY two weeks.

Director's hobbies, interests diverse
Emily Wuchner
News Editor
According to Webster's dictionary, a Renaissance Man is a
man skilled and well-versed in many fields of knowledge, work
and arts and sciences.
To evaluate Wayne Harper as such would be fairly accurate.
In addition to working at the University as director grounds
and building services, he also instructs taichi, performs in a band
and designs landscaping for areas around campus.
Harper became interested in martial arts after watching an
episode of"Lassic." During the episode an international student
visits the family and is bullied by another student.
"There was a bully that kept accosting this kid and the kid didn't want to fight him and didn't want to burt him," Harper said.
"The bully kept bullying him and hit him in the face and caused
him to bleed.''
Instead of hurting the bully, the international student "neutralized" him, Harper said.
"So it was such a beautiful way to relate to aggressive behavior and someone trying to hurt you," Harper said. "And so it
crystallized what I feel people should relate to one another. If
you do harm to me, I don't need to do harm to you. I need to
guide you so you won't do harm to me or you."
Harper said he became active in martial arts about 40 years
ago and has five gold medals in karate and was a national champion in 1988 and 1990. He teaches taichi twice a week at the wellness center during his lunch hour.
"I'm an advocate of well ness and the practice of taijiquan is an
excellent wellness practice," Harper said. "It is so good for people of all ages and it has the ability to keep people well and
healthy."
Another activity Harper said be enjoys is playing in a band

with his four brothers called the Harper Brothers Band. The
group plays blues music at festivals, including the Hot August
Blues festival at Kentucky Lak'e. The band mostly performs
Harper's blues compositions.
Part of Harper's blues influence came from his mother, a
pianist, and his father, who played the harmonica.
"She could play the boogie like you would not believe. I loved
it," Harper said.
He began with piano lessons and, after seeing Elvis Presley
perform on the Ed Sullivan Show, eventually saved enough
money to buy a guitar.
In high school, he started a four-piece combo that performed
British rock and blues pieces.
Ml traveled when I graduated from college and went to New
Orleans for a while and played there and went to Baton Rouge
and played there," Harper said. "So I was picking up all these different styles of music from different parts of the world."
Now, Harper is preparing for an international blues challenge
' held Sunday. Harper will play the drums, harmonica and guitarall at once.
"I've got a drum set I play with my feet with a bass drum and
a high hat and a guitar and I have a harmonica on a rack," be said.
Harper said he also spends time landscaping places around
the University, including the area by the Rainey T. Wells statue
at Pogue Library.
"It's an art form thal I really enjoy," Harper said. "I like environmental scale and I really like working with plants. I love to be
outside. I have to be outside."
He attended graduate school in landscape architecture and
completed the requirements but didn't receive a degree. Harper
considers himself a landscape designer and said he loves working with the large campus.
"When I was going to school here I kind of imagined the ulti-

Photo provided hy Wayne Harpt'l'

Wayne Harper practices taljiquan, which heteaches twice a week at the
wellness center.
mate job for me would be working here at Murray State and
directing the grounds like one of my professors, Amos Tackett,"
Harper said. "When the opportunity came to work here 23 y<'ars
ago, I really was excited. It gave me a chance to do something
nice with a large area of campus."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

Student competes in country music competition, requests support
Amanda Cride r
Staff writer
Only a select few who try to make
it in the music business ever get a
shot at stardom. This week, a Murray State student is getting her
chance at country music fame.
Casic Janet, senior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., is one of 64 finalists
competing in Country Music Tele·
vision's Music City Madness. The
grand prize is an all expense paid
trip to CMT:S Nashville studio to
record an episode of "Unplugged at
Studio 330" and the opportunity to
perform their own showcase for
executives
from
SONY/ BMG
1
Nashville.
Every contestant had to submit a
music video for an· original song.
CMT then chose the top 64 entr~es

to compete headto-bead for viewer votes online.
Janet said she
heard about the
CMT
contest
through a songwriter friend who
suggested they
collaborate on a
song ~e had ~een Casie Janet
workmg on titled senior from Cape
" Don't Tell Me Girardeau, Mo.
Goodbye".
"We got ~ogether on the song and
we made it my own," Janet said.
"Then we shot the music video. We
recorded it with a band called
Transparent;"
The song tells the story of the
struggles in the life of a couple in
love and how love never leaves.

Janet said not only can people relate
to the song. but Murray State students will also have a special connection when they watch the music
video.
"We were trying to incorporate
the whole community," Janet said.
"lf you watch the music video,
we've incorporated several pieces
of Murray, like the football stadium
and the bridge by the Curris Center.
T here's little pieces of Murray
s lipped in throughout the video."
Even though the contest just
began Tuesday, Janet is already getting noticed for her work.
"We created a MySpace page yesterday,
myspace.com/casieannjanet, and in one day there were
1.500 hits and 500 people listened to
the song on the Web site. Also, my
little brother called me to tell me

that he voted for me 64 times in a
row."
Although she i-; currently getting
a lot of attention from her song,
Janet said like most singers, she bas
been working hard for years.
"I have been singing on stage
since I was five, but my ~om jokes
that I've been singing since I was
born," Janet said. " I grew up in a
musical family, so music is something that has been instilled in me
since I was born. Both my parents
sing and some people joke we're
like the Partridge family.
"Performing has always been
something I'm comfortable with.
Music is the best way I express
myself. I feel like if God gives you a
talent then you should use it.''
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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Student begins petition to .allow treeclimbing on campus
Alaina Zanln

"I guess it's an oxymoron of sorts It's ~roperty, landscaping
·
mcludcd.
a matter Of Opinion On Whether Or not
Wayne Harper. director
you're going to define climbing trees as 0 ~ grou~ds and. building ~er
VJCCS SaJd he disagrees w1th
a COllege StUdent activity."
Runnels' petition because
tree climbing could damage
-0an Ru nneIs
trees.

Assistant News Editor

Dan Runnels likes trees.
Runnels, a senior from Sugar
Land, Texas, enjoys looking at
them, sitting under them and,
most of all, climbing them. But
a month ago he was told to get
Senior from Sugar Land. Texas
He said there are plenty
down from a tree on campus
of safer alternatives to tree
climbing, like supervised rock climbing with safety
by a Murray State Police officer. Runnels respected the officer's order. but shortly after he started a
equipment.
petition to allow Murray State students to climb
"Our concern about trees is they are not really
trees on campus at their own risk.
appropriate for climbing," Harper said. "Things
As of Wednesday, Runnels had collected more
can happen that we can't control, branches can
than 500 signatures, including signatures of staff
break. We have to be very concerned about the
and faculty members. Runnels said he doesn't
safety of everyone on campus."
advocate damaging trees, but argues that trees are
Runnels admits it is somewhat of a contradiction
supposed to be climbed.
to ask the University to treat students like adults,
"There is no rule specifically prohibiting or
while they are asking to climb trees. To most, tree
allowing students to climb trees," Runnels said.
climbing is usually considered a childhood activi"College students are all adults and the University
ty.
should not treat us Like kids. They should allow us
"1 guess it is an oxymoron of sorts," Runnels
said. "It's a matter of opinion on whether or not
to take responsibility for our own actions."
you're going to define climbing trees as a college
Rurmels said his campaign is to allow students
to climb tree "at their own risk," meaning the Unistudent activity. I guess you could say we have the
right to act like children. We are not putting the
versity would not be responsible for any students
injured while climbing trees.
University in imminent danger. We ought to have
There is no clause in the student handbook that
the right to make a decision like this."
Alaina Zanin can be reached at alaina.zanin@
prohibits students from climbing trees, but there ~s
murraystate.edu.
a rule prohibiting the damaging of University

Misty Hays/The News

Dan Runnels climbs a tree in the'ouad Wednesday. Runnels, senior from Suoar Land, Texas beQan a
petition to allow students to climb trees on campus.

THINKING PINK

1\E~TCCK\' C.\~CE R

Groups, officials encourage awareness
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
This October, the color pink has
adorned the accessories of many Murray
State students, faculty and staff as they
support National Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Expected to kill about 40,460 women
this year, according to the American
Cancer Society's Breast Cancer Figures
and Facts. breast cancer is a fast-growing
disease that affects people of all ages.
"While we consider it a disease of
older women, younger women can be
affected and they need to become aware
of their bodies by doing breast self~xams," Judy Lyle, staff nurse and health
educator at Health Services. "It's a way
to become familiar and know what's normal and not normal."
Lyle said becoming informed on family history is very important in decreasing risk of incidence of breast cancer.
Some college students may feel they
aren't at risk for breast cancer, but Lyle
said many factors can increase the rlsk.
WHigh alcohol usc can predispose you

to higher risk for breast cancer as well as
tobacco and fatty diets," Lyle said.
Though women are the main targets of
breast cancer, Lyle said men should also
take caution.
"One percent of men get breast cancer
so they also need to be aware of the risk
factors" Lyle said. "It doesn't hurt them
to do the breast self-exam."
The importance of breast self-exams
has been stressed constantly among
those supporting breast cancer awareness.
Elizabeth Thornhill, senior from Shepherdsville, Ky., spearheaded a program
for White Residential College to promote breast cancer awareness. The "Big
Boobs and Fondue" program was held in
the lobby and featured a speaker and a
fondue fountain with pink-dyed white
chocolate.
"l wanted to have a program about
breast cancer because 1 had to have a
lump from one of my breasts removed,''
Thornhill said. "A lot of people think
while you're in college you're too young,
but it could happen no matter how
young you are."

Geared toward college students,
Thornhill said the goal of her program
was to focus on youth who are affected
by breast cancer.
Murray State's rodeo team is also hosting an event endorsing awareness.
Amber Boyers, junior from Poplar
Bluff, Mo., said the team's annual rodeo
taglinc is "Tough Enough to Wear Pink."
All contestants are asked to wear pink
western shirts during the team's rodeo
Nov. 15-17.
Pink ribbons will be sold at the rodeo
in support of the cause.
"Both men and women are considered
tough enough to wear pink to support
breast cancer," Boyers said. "We've done
this event before, but it means more to
me because my best friend's mom has
breast cancer, and when it's someone
close you want to support that cause and
we need to show our support for those
who struggle with breast cancer."
The "Tough Enough to Wear Pink"
Rodeo will be held at William Bill Cherry Livestock EXPO on College Farm Rd.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robin.,phelps@murraystate.edu.
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mpple to check for discharge.
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Department focuses on recruitment
April Witten
Contributing writer
It seems Murray State's school of agriculture really has that southern "drawl,"
attracting students from all over the
country to in Murray State's agriculture
department.
Recruitment Coordinator Christy
Watkins said there are several different
programs that help the school's recruiting
efforts.
One major way is through the Agriculture Ambassadors. Among other activi. ties, these students are required to visit
high schools, the National Future Farmers
of America Convention and the National
Farm Machinery Show and talk to
prospective $tudents.
Another tool used to recruit students is
the school of agriculture's early admission day. This is a day where high school
seniors visit Murray State and the agriculture department and can receive early
admittance to Murray State. This year,

early admission day is Nov. 10.
Last year, the School of Agriculture
admitted about 35 students on early
admission day and had about 145 incoming freshmen.
Watkins said recruitment is a group
effort.
"It takes aU faculty, students and staff
collectively to get things done," Watkins
said. "It takes everyone to make it work."
Watkins also said the students and the
different organizations are very helpful
with recruitment. Murray State's Collegiate FFA, for example, host-; several
events for high school students on campus.
"Our students are some of our best
recruiters, selling all the good things we
have to offer," Watkins said. '"They are
very instrumental in getting these students interested in campus."
When recruiting these students, however, the School of Agriculture looks for a
certain type of student.
"We want to recruit students who have

a potential career in (agriculture)," Tony
Brannon, dean of the school of agriculture
said. ·we recruit students that will be
successful not only excellent students,
but excellent people."
Along with the increase of incoming
freshmen to the agriculture department,
Brannon said the 72 percent retention
rate of students is the highest of any unit
on campus.
"Students get connected," Brannon
said. "Even though we.'ve experienced
growth, we stick to our motto: "Small
enough to know you. but large enough to
serve you."
Melissa Bramlet, chair of Agriculture
Ambassadors, said she experienced just
that when she first came to Murray State.
"1 felt like I was in a family environment," Bramlet said. "The faculty and
staff really cared about where I was from
and how I was doing. I felt like I had come
home."
April Whitten can be reached at april.
whitten@murraystate.edu
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Alaina Zanin!The News

Murray State joins University of Kentucky for soybean studies
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Through the work done between Murray
State and the research staff of the University
of Kentucky, local farmers will stay informed
on advancements in farming technologies.
The main focus of the work done between
the Murray State and the University of Kentucky is the research of soybean varieties.
David Ferguson of Murray State's Department of Agricultural Science said the data
gathered through the research program with
UK will help guide farmers' decisions on
which types of soybeans to plant.
"A farmer might have one salesman saying
'My variety is the best,' and another might be
saying 'No, my variety is the best, you should
buy from me,' and the farmer might be confused," Ferguson said. "We are providing a
service to farmers to help them make wise
decisions."
The importance of soybeans in Kentucky's
agricultural economy can be seen in the
amount of income generated by the crop.
According to a 2005 Kentucky Agriculture statistic, the No. 1 crop for crop value was hay,
followed by corn, then soybeans and tobacco.
In order for a certain seed to be tested, each
company submits a variety they want to be
included. At the end of the year, all seed types
arc harvested and the data is published and
becomes available to farmers. Farmers then

use the published information to decide which
soybean variety they would like to purchase
f6r the following year. For this reason, it is an
honor to be included in a variety test and the
selection process is competitive.
While this is the fll'st year Murray State has
been involved with soybean variety trials, Ferguson said UK has always tested different
seed types around the state. Though one area
of trial interest involves seed, statewide trials
also examine other farming technologies like
herbicides and fungicides. In the case of Murray State, the University has agreements with
a number of companies for research like the
seed companies Garst, Northrop King, and
AgriGold as well as the chemical company
BASF.
To Ferguson, interaction between the University and the various companies benefit all
parties involved.
"We work together," Ferguson said. "They
provide us with some products that will help
us. and we provide them with land to do some
research."
ln research done through Murray State
farms, the plots used in variety testing measure about 10 feet by 30 feet.
• fn order to have similar growing conditions
for all the crops involved. Jason Robertson, a
farm manager working with Ferguson, says
the ground in all the soybean plots is tilled and
prepared in the same way. After Robertson
and the students working with him till the

plots, UK researchers are responsible for
applying the necessary chemicals to the crops.
"My student workers and I are responsible
for preparing similar tilling conditions in each
plot," Robertson said. "While some farmers today are choosing not to till their land
before planting, the researchers involved
with the variety trials like how uniform tilling makes the ground."
Robertson and his student
workers' work is one of the
most
important
aspects of these
trials Ferguson
said.
The
results
of
these trials are
valuable
to
farmers
because they
are all planted
on an equal
basis, at the same
time, and within
the same field. In this
way, even the smallest
details of land preparation can istockphoto.com
have a significant effect on the
success of the crops.
In Ferguson's opinion, one of the most valuable aspects of the variety trials is the teaching
opportunities which the testing sites give his
classes. A teacher can lecture about a crop in

a classroom, but students learn more by standing in front of the subject and seeing it in real
life," Ferguson said.
In the case of those who have grown up on
farms, Ferguson recognizes that even if they
have seen soybeans before, expolt'Ure to the
variety trials is of great value.
While Ferguson understands
the significant impact lhat the trials
can have on undergraduates, he has
also seen students carry such interests
into graduate school.
"f have one graduate student who is
doing his thesis on one of the experiments," Ferguson said. "The trials provide
opportunities to graduate students that
want to research it for themselves or actually become part of a research team."
In the case of graduate !>tudents, they
draw their data from more private projects
that are funded by the Kentucky Soybean
Board.
"Still, with all the preparation involved with
these variety trials, the environment plays a
large part," Ferguson said. "In our situation,
we arc experiencing a historic drought and are
experiencing horribly low yields as a result."
Extensive planning by two universities,
local weather can still play a significant,
unpredictable role in the success of the variety tests.
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystate.edu.
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Student raises bass, others on farm
University's aquaculture program gives fish
breeding, selling opportunities
Jason Morrow
Staff writer

Kristin Milh•rfThe News

Carl Jenkins feeds the fish at the West Farm Wednesday.

When a student comes to Murray State
to get involved in the agriculture program, the first thing to come to mind
probably would not be working on a ftsh
farm. Nevertheless, that opportunity is
available to students.
The fish farm, or aquaculture, is a fairly new addition to Murray State's agri·
culture program. The program, led by Dr.
James Davis began only three years ago.
"We started that through an ag
improvement grant," Davis said. "That
grant involved building some greenhouses, establishing nursery plots and part of
that was the aquaculture unit."
All four of the program's half-acre
ponds are located on the University's
West Farm.
Each of the ponds has its own aeration

system, which pumps oxygen into the
pond, helping the fish survive. But not
too long ago, pumps at two of the ponds
became clogged, killing nearly half of the
fish. It became clear that a better aera·
tion system was needed. To avoid further
incidents, the program received m•w aeration equipment last spring.
Projects during the past three years
have varied whether it is finding a better
source for feed or observing how fish act
in certain environments.
"This year we're looking at different
species," Davis said. "We're here to learn
how to raise them, because it's a new
species that haven't been raised in ponds
like this," Davis said.
The flsh in the ponds this year are
striped bass, largemouth bass and a small
population of spoon-billed catfish, which
is an ancient fish and bottom feeder.
Carl Jenkins. senior from Clarksville,

Tenn.. has worked on Murray State's
West Farm since the spring of 2005. His
duties range from mowing the grass to
tending to the cows and fish.
"I enjoy going out there and watching
the fish bite at the food," Jenkins said.
"It's very peaceful."
At the end of each year, Jenkins helps
harvest the fish, which is a fairly long
process. After lowering the water level of
each pond, it takes several people to
sweep the pond with large nets in order
to gather the flsh into one area.
Then, workers use dip nets to scoop
the fish out of the pond. The fish are
placed in holding tanks and transported
to area lakes.
The ftsh are then sold to area pay lakes
where people pay to ftsh.
In most states, bass are considered
game fish and are not legally allowed to
be raised in ponds and later sold for
money. Because Kentucky is exempt
from these regulations, the process has
been a successful one at Murray State
since the program's inaugural year.
Jason can be reached at jason.
morrow@murraystate.edu

New class breaks communication barriers ·Hopkinsville veterinary center
Alaina Zanln
Assistant News Editor
· Across the country, there arc
signs of more diversified towns.
cities and communities. Hiots and
protests have rocked America's
dominantly Hispanic cities in
response to immigration laws,
bringing border control to the
forefront of news and politics.
Immigrants from every walk of
life offer different cultures, cus·
toms and languages and Murray
is not exempt from ever-increasing diversity.
In response to a growing trend
of migrant farm workers traveling from Mexico and other Latin
American countries to work on
farms in the western Kentucky
region, the Murray State School
of Agriculture has developed an
entry-level Spanish class to help
farmers break communication
barriers.
.
The department of modern lan· •
guages developed the class in
response to .a request from the
School of Agriculture. Cindy Barnett. adjunct professor in the
department of modern languages,
teaches the class and said there
has been a positive response to
the class, with two 25-student
sessions in the spring and one in
the fall.
"We developed this class

''This is Spanish with a purpose. It's a response to a real
need for communication."
-Cindy Barnett
adjunct professor In the
department of modern languages
because some of the professors in
the department of agriculture
saw a need for it," Barnett said.
"They gave us guidelines for
what kind of material would be
useful for the class. I think they
are really forward-thinking in
what skills future farmers will
need. because so many do hire
Spanish-speaking farm workers
now."
Spanish 106's objective is to
give students a simple background in Spanish that would be
used in agricultural settings and
also give a cultural understanding
of, tlw experi«mce of a Mexican
migrant farm worker, according
to the syllabus.
Agricultural students can use
this class for one of their liberal
arts req1.1irements.
Students arc also able to use
their skills in real-life settings
Barnett said. She tries to take stuaents to a tobacco farm once a
semester for students to be able
to 'use the skills they have learned
in class.

Julia Wilson, sophomore from
Enfield, Ill, took Spanish 106 and
said the class was really helpful
in teaching something that will
eventually help her during onthe-job situations.
"There are a lot of Spanish·
speaking people who work in
agriculture, so having knowledge
of the language will help me communicate with them," Wilson
said. "I've had three years of
Spanish in high school and I'm
taking this class now, so I feel like
I've had enough of the basics of
Spanish for nqw."
While Barnett admits it is hard
for student to learn enough Spanish in one semester to feel comfortable using the Language fre·
quently, she stresses that an overall background and cultural
understanding
of Mexican
migrant workers is the main goal
of the class.
':'This is Spani;;h with a purpose," Barnett said. "It's a
response to a real need for communication. Farmers have been
the ones to introduce this culture
into the community. Many people here don't want to do farm
work anyinore because it's dirty
and dangerous. This influx is
showing a changing culture and
society."
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu

Robin Phelps

Courses give
hands-on
technology
experience
•

Staff writer
When Murray State comes to
mind, the theme of horses constantly resurfaces, but an aspect of
the University's theme that often
remains unseen is the School of
Agriculture.'s animal health technology program.
Established in the 1980s by the
Director of Agriculture Terry
Canerdy. the animal health technology program gives students the
opportunity to receive a four-year
degree in the area.
Dean-ann Provine. lecturer and
clinical lab coordinator, said the
four-year, American Veterinary
Medical Association accredited
pcogram offers students a degree
that accommodates a number of
different careers.

provides outreach, education

I

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
To animal health technology and preveterinary majors, Breathitt Veterinary
Center is just another building where
students attend classes. But many other
students at Murray State have never
heard of the center, let alone realized its
importance.
The BVC is an animal disease diagnostic laboratory located in Hopkinsville,
Ky. its purpose is to provide fast, accurate disease diagnostic services for Ken·
tucky's equine, livestock and poultry
industries.
Wade Northington, director of the
BVC, said he believes the center is
important not only to Murray State students, but also to the community.
"First and foremost. Breathitt Veterinary Center i$ an outreach to the commonwealth of Kentucky," Northington
said. "Because of the great importance of
agriculture in this region. Breathitt can
cater to this area of the state and reach
out to the community. Also, we offer a
very unique education opportunity for
Murray State students. They have
access to a facility that offers them such
a hands-on, wide variety of experiences."
In addition to training students in
hands-on laboratories, the BVC is one of

"There's such a variety of job
opportunities they can go
through." Provine said. "Jobs
include ... working in a clinical sit·
uation and medicating animals."
Provine said students with the
degree are not only employed in
the animal health field, but also in
zoology, bioterrorism and diagnostics.
"They can do anything a
licensed veterinarian tells them to
do, with supervision," Provine
said.
Trained and taught to assist vet·
erinarians in a variety of situations, Provine said this experience
makes the program exceptional.
"They're going to have their
hands on some sort of sample,"
Provine said. "We're not just
teaching t~em fr om a textbook.
We're giving them the hands-on

only six diagnostic laboratories in the
nation that performs environmental
testing for bio-terrorism agents for the
Center for Disease Control. Currently
the BVC is a biological safety level two
and has a United States Department of
Agriculture Select Agent Permit, which
allows the facility to work with the bioterrorism agents anthrax, plague,
tularemia, brucellosis and botulism.
The BVC is also Kentucky's designated laboratory for avian influenza surveillance, reporting to the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, the Ken·
tucky Department of Wildlife Services
and the USDA wildlife agencies.
Last year, the governor requested $1
million be designated for the expansion
and upgrade of the BVC, which would
include a 50,000 square foot facility and
increased laboratory space.
Ton}' Brannon, dean of the School of
Agriculture, said he was glad the governor thought of the BVC during last
year's Legislative session.
"We were very pleased that the governor mentioned potential funding for the
planning and design phase for a new
MSU Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville. Brannon said. "This pro·
ject has been a priority for Murray State
for some time."
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu
h

experience they need. The}' learn
not only the techniques behind it,
but they get to perform it in labs.
They get exposure to collecting
samples, instruction on IV and
catheter placement, bandaging and
a chance to observe veterinarians
perform medical procedures and
take rotations in microbiology,
hematology, anatomy of small and
large animals."
Provine said besides Murray
State, only one other university
offers the AHT program. More·
head State University, which
began with a two-year program
offering an associate degree in
AHT, now offers the four-year
program for attainment of a bachelor's degree.
Traci Rose, sophomore from
Murray, said the classes in the pro·
gram allowed her to put herself in

the shoes of a veterinary technician.
"I like the hands-on experience.''
Rose said. "With every lab we
have a lab and they treat it like it's
a clinical situation with scrubs,
nametags.... We have real patients
provided by the animal shelter."
Rose said she enjoyed the program because of the classes, and
the degree would aid her in landing a preferable job.
Said Rose: "They have a very
good veterinary program and I
actually talked to Dr. Canerdy and
he told me an animal health technology major would help me with
pharmaceutical sales, and if it didn't work out, I could be a veterinary technologist. so I have
options."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu

Nov. 1st
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Show:
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Curris Center Ballroom
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Team prepares, competes in regional rodeos
Emny Wuchner
News Editor
Riding a bucking bronco for eight seconds doesn't phase Derek Lawson.
"I've been doing it for so long, It's almost second
nature when 1 get in the bucking chutes," he said.
Lawson, senior from Murray, began competing
in rodeos when he wac; in second grade and has
been a member uf Murray State's rodeo team for
four years. His father participated on the team as
a student at the University, and Lawson followed,
competing in some of the same activities including saddle bronc riding and bareback riding.
"It's-a major adrenaline rush." Lawson said. "It's
something I find fun ~ and something I've been
doing for a long time. In some events you're
putting your strength up against the horse's. It's
really challenging."
For Amber Boyers, barrel racing, goat tying and
bull riding run in the family.
.
. "Pretty much everybody in my family rodeos,"
· Boyers said. "I• just kind of grew up around it I
guess."
The junior from Poplar Bluff, Mo., began competing in rodeos at age eight, so it was only natur·
al she join Murray State's rodeo team and eventually become president.
Boyers said in addition to competing in rodeos,
team members help with fall on the farm and read
to area students.
The rodeo team is a member of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association and participates in 10 regional rodeos. Rodeo Coach J.D.
VanHooser said the team of about 45 members is
in the Ozark Region and competes against 17 other
colleges. Men can participate in six different
events like bareback bronc riding, saddle bronc
riding, bull riding, calf tying, steer racing and team
roping. Wotnen compete in four activities including goat tying, saddle breakaway calf roping. barrel racing and team roping.
At rodeos, members can compete as individuals
or on small teams selected by VanHooser prior to
the beginning of the rodeo. Participants can earn

Allie Hafley, sophomore from Perryville. Ky.. ties aooat during practice In the rodeo barn Tuesday.
individual points. but if the person is selected for
the team, individual points earned go toward the
team total At the end of the year, the top-three
competitors in each event and the top-two men's
and women's teams can compete in the College
National Rodeo in Wyoming, VanHooser said.
VanHooser said the team's dedication and perseverance make it successful. The season started
a few weeks ago and already Murray State members have taken positions ln the NIRA rankings.
"We have a really strong team work ethic,"
VanHooser said. "They do really well coming to
practice and corning to practice with a purpose.•..
Any sport you get into, you get out of it what you

put in. With rodeo, there's an extra degree of difficulty associated with it because you are dealing
with animals and animals are typically unpredictable to deal with."
Murray State's rodeo team is a draws students
from places like Maine, Virginia and Canada The
group is the only organized college rodeo team in
Kentucky, VanHooser said.
Weather pending, the team practices four days
a week at the EXPO Center. The next rodeo is
Nov. 8-10 in Alabama. The following week, Murray State will host their 32nd annual rodeo.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at emily.
wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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Sports Editor: Autumn Boaz
Phone: 809-4481

MURRAY STATE 31, SOUTH!EAST MISSOURI17

Steve Miller
Staff writer
Perhaps the Racers were upset
they lost on Homecoming. Maybe
they felt inspired after a solid performance that ended in a disappointing loss against Eastern Illi·
nois two weeks ago. Maybe they
were sick of answering questions
about the 18 game losing streak
against conference opponents.
Whatever the reason, Murray
State marched into Cape
Girardeau's Houk Stadium and
beat Southeast Missouri 31-17 during SEMO's Homecoming weekend. It was their first win against
an OVC opponent since 2004.
Defense was the story of the
first half. After allowing SEMO to
run for ll7 yards in the fust quarter, the defense buckled down in
the second quarter. Sacks and
tackles for loss by the Racers kept
the Redhawks from gaining positive yardage on the ground. The
Redhawks 10 rushing attempts
yielded negative-4 yards. After 11
punts and 260 yards of total
offense, the first half ended on a
Redhawk missed field goal and no
team was able to put points on
the scoreboard.
In the second half, a switch
seemed to have been flipped actjvating the arm of Murray State
freshman
quarterback
Jeff
Ehrhardt and the legs of sophomore running back Charlie Jordan. Jordan rushed for 127 of his
career-high 157 rushing yards in
the second half.
Similarly, Ehrhardt passed for
153 yards and two touchdowns
after a forgettable first half.
Ehrhardt also used his legs to
attain yardage and points, carrying the ball nine times for 65
yards and a touchdown.
Junior wide receiver Rod Harper was the beneficiary of one
touchdown pass from Ehrhardt, a
25-yard touchdown reception
that extended hls streak of consecutive games with a catch to 23.
Ehrhardt would go on to throw
another 25-yard touchdown to

Photos courtesy of Tad Brockman

Freshman quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt gets protection from the offensive line to make a pass down field.
senior Lee McGinnis, mixing a
nice balance of ball movement
through the . air and on the
ground.
Special teams also showed
improvement, with sophomore
Sean O'Brien booting six punts
that averaged 46.3 yards, the
longest being a 55-yard bomb.
O'Brien placed three of his punts
inside the 20- yard line. O'Brien's
punting efforts earned him OVC
Specialist of the Week honors.
After O'Brien placed a 55-yard
punt inside the Southeast Missouri five-yard line, Townsel was
there to recover the fumble.
Townsel had two forced fumbles
and recoveries on punts the previous week against Eastern Illinois.
The improvements displayed
week-to-week may be evidence
that this young team is beginning
to gel as it gains more experience.

"We didn't feel like it was David
and Goliath, and we were David,''
Ehrhardt said.
"We felt like it was an evenly
matched game, and we were
going to win."
"I talked to our guys in pregame about unconditional effort,"
Murray State Head Coach Matt
Griffin said.
"Playing smart and playing
hard. I think we bad that. Still, we
were sloppy offensively, but
defensively, we have improved
each of the last three weeks and
are continuing to get better."
The win should give a shot of
confidence to the team, something they may need as they take
on first-place Eastern Kentucky
tomorrow.
Kickoff at Stewart Stadium is
scheduled for noon.
Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystate.edu.

Junior wide receiver Rod Harper celebrates a touchdown.

.

Punter earns conference recognition
Autumn Boaz
Editor in chief

Paul Holladay/The News

Punter Sean O'Brien works on his punts In a recent team practice.

but it's a big part of the game - field position, ... just putting your defense in a
good position to get a stop or making the
other team drive further than they
should."
O'Brien's OVC honor was the first for
the Racers this season, but more impressively, was the flrst special teams honor
for any Murray State player since Jesse
Obliger received special teams recognition from the conference in 2003.
To earn the team's first special teams
recognition in almost four years, O'Brien
started Saturday's game with a 53-yard
kick that forced SEMO to start their fust
offensive drive of the day on the 12-yard
line.
He then followed his 53-yard opening
blast with a 55-yard kick later in the first
quarter and another 53-yarder that put
SEMO on their own seven-yard line late
in the second quarter.
"My routine is to get loose. but not too
loose, because I feel like when I get to
loose I kind of lose power," O'Brien said.
... "It depends on what type of situation
I'm in. O'Brien said. Every time, I'm try-

Between sophomore running back
Charlie Jordan's career high 157 rushing
yards and senior Derrick Parrott's team
high 10 tackles, one Murray State sophomore kept the game alive between the
offensive and defensive highs during Saturday's game against Southeast Missouri.
Second-year punter Sean O'Brien's
work in between possessions became one
of the most impressive performances in
the conference after the Raters defeated
SEMO 31-17 Saturday, tallying their first
win in the conference in 18 attempts.
Monday, Ohlo Valley Conference
league officials named O'Brien the Special Teams Player of the Week after he
racked up three 50-yard kicks against
SEMO and ended the day averaging 46.3
yards per kick.
"I guess a lot of people don't think special teams is that important and the fact
that I got recognized for it just makes it
that much better," O'Brien said...."I think
people kind of look past (special teams),

ing to put our team in the best situation
they could be in. You just try to get the
best kick you can and try to hang it up
there as long as possible, so our coverage
team can get down there and pin them as
deep as possible."
For the season, O'Brien is averaging
40.3 yards on 37 punts.
O'Brien said he credits much of his
success to the people who surround him
on the sidelines.
"We really don't have a kicking coach,
so I guess the kickers help each other
out," O'Brien said. "If I see (kicker) Tyler
(Weiss) do something that he shouldn't
do or something that be normally doesn't
do, I'll say something to hlm or if he sees
me do something that's affecting my kicking, he'll say something to me."
O'Brien said his main goal during every
game is to simply to help his team get the
best field position possible.
So far this season, O'Brien has forced
Murray State's opponents to begin their
offense within the 20-yard line 11 times.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
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The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN 2 @ 8 p.m.
College Football
Boise State at Fresno State

Sunday: ABC @ 1 p.m.
NASCAR
Nextel Cup at Atlanta

Friday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
Austin Peay at Murray State

Saturday: FOX @ 5 p.m.
MLB World Series Game 3
Boston at Colorado

Monday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NFL
Green Bay at Denver

Saturday: Football @ noon
Roy Stewart Stadium
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State
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Saturday: Cross Country @TBA ·:
Hoover, Ala
·.
OVC Championships
Sunday: Soccer @ l p.m.
Martin, Tenn
Murray State at UT-Martin
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World Series
vets likely to
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:Racers tally win at last home game
I

Welcome to the fall classic, The World
Series, the proverbial big enchilada,
where one team fulfills its dreams. It's
time to crown baseball's world champion.
Will it be the Boston Red Sox or the Colorado Rockies?
Everyone following any aspect of baseball in the last month and a half knows all
about baseball's great
story. Heck, ESPN's
Tim Kurkjian said
this may end up
being the best story
the baseball world
has ever seen.
I'm, of course, talking about the Colorado Rockies' winning streak. The
Rockies have won 10
Players conoratulate each other after a Murray State win aQalnst Eastern Illinois.
games in a row and
managed to win 21
out of 22 games this
Aaron
season. It has got to
Weare
be the hottest team to
Staff writer
enter the playoffs for
as long as I can remember. It resembles
my St Louis Cardinals of a year ago - a
team of destiny. So, are the Colorado
ers showed they still had some life
Rockies this year's team of destiny? Can Tim MacAllist er
left in them. The Racers took that
they keep the National League magic Staff writer
energy and turned it into another
going?
The Murray State soccer team
goal, once again from Wilson, who
In my humble opinion, no. The Rockies
took the assist from Rebekah Clay.
have played their last cards. This is where • hopes to ride the hot streak that it
The Redhawks then regrouped and
the Rockies' winning ways end, and I'm bas going, as the Racers are 5-l in
didn't allow the Racers to scort'
going to give my reasons why this is it for the month of October in Ohio Valagain. T he game ended 3-2.
everyone's lovable team from the Rocky Icy Conference play.
"We fi~red things out defensiveThere was no time for the Racers
Mountain highs.
ly and we are playing better togethto feel sorry for themselves, as they
My first reason the Rockies are done is
hosted Eastern illinois Sunday. This
this: the Cardinals were a fluke. Yes, I said er," Head Coach Beth Acreman said
photos by R1ck Burres!The News
game was important for the Racers
it, a Cardinals fan no less. The Cardinals of her team·~ turnaround this
Senior
defender
Jen
Peios
defenders
the
ball
against
a
player from Eastern Illinois.
because it was yet another confergot hot at the right time and ran into a month.
ing goal of the game.
between a third-place and fourthThe Racers got to this point with
ence game to gain a higher seed in
young Detroit Tigers team that choked in
hard work. The case in point was
The win gave the Racers their
place seeding for the OVC Tournathe OVC Tournament and also
the bright lights of the fall classic.
because it was Senior Day at
school record-setting lOth win. It
ment.
The Rockies don't have the luxury of Friday, when the Racers came withwas also the first time the Racer
"We play similar styles," AcerCutchin Field. Seniors Ka ra Carlile,
playing an inexperienced team. The Red in a goal of beating undefeated
Lauren Granger, Lacey Latimer,
soccer team had ever defeated EIU.
man sa ill of her team. "It will be a
Sox have been on this stage before, most Southeast Missouri State UniversiTo keep up with the recordhard-fought match and we.: will have
Katrina Meyer, Jen Nowak, }en
recently when they competed for their ty.
breaking trend, both Nowak and
Peios. Jaclyn Ramage and Struve
to sec how it plays out Sunday."
2004 World Series title. More than half of The Racers staged a dramatic
were all honored for their contribuCarlile plnyed their record-tying
The Racers will be traveling to
the Red Sox's everyday players and their comeback after letting the score get
Martin, Tenn., for the last regular
75th career games for Murray State.
to 3-0 in favor of the Redhawks.
tions to the Racer program.
pitching staff have seen this before.
Both players can possibly break
season contest of 2007. Kickoff is
The team made sure not to spoil
My second reason for the Rockies' col- The Racers responded in the 77th
that record this Sunday in their
set for 1 p.m.
the special occasion. It was a defenlapse is that they play in the National minute when freshman mid-fielder
sive struggle until the 43rd minute
game -against Tennessee-Martin.
Tim MacAllister can be reached
League. The National League i:; one step Katie Wilson scored off of a assist
The game against Tennessee Marot timochy.maC'SUister@
when Latimer set up freshman
above Triple A ball. The Rockies were the from senior defender Sara Struve.
With the score now 3-1. the Raefielder Kalli McCoy for the dccidtin will mean the difference
murraystatc.cdu.
only team in their division to have more
than one everyday player hit better than
.300 this season. By comparison, the Red
Sox have three players who have better
than a .300 average on their team.
T he next reason the Rockies are done is
Josh Beckett. Beckett is the best playoff
Autumn Boaz
pitcher other than Curt Schilling in the
Editor in Chief
last five years. Beckett is S-2 with a 1.78
earned run average in the postseason.
When the Cleveland Indians arrived at
This guy is lights out. He shut down the Boston's Fenway Park for game seven of the
Yankees in the 2003 World Series. You American league Champion.o;hip Series, the infathink h e can't stop this Rockies team?
mous Green Monster in left field didn't accept
That brings me to my next reason: the the team with open arms. Instead, the beast
mouth of Boston, the ageless wonder Curt stayed loyal to the hometown Boston Red Sox,
Schilling. Just combining his name with repelling potential Indian homerun balls in four
the word "playoffs" makes me think of the of the series' seven games and ultimately serving
bloody sock incident from the 2004 play- as the Sox's lOth man.
offs, when Schilling pitched on basically
The Cleveland Indians, however, had their
one foot. Schilling's playoff credentials own lOth man. But after only 11 games, the Indirival those of any pitcher in any era. The ans' lOth man retired and fans received his last
2001 World Series co-MVP is 10-2 in the words early Monday morning after the Indians
postseason with a 2.25 E.R.A.
were sent home by an 11-2 Sox win in the series'
These two pitchers will throw in at decisive last game.
least four games. If they pitch to their
After playing 162 regular season games and 11
abilities, the Rockies are done.
postseason games, the Indians organization said
This brings me to my final reason, one goodbye to a 103-win season and ticket to the
the Rockies couldn't try to fiX if they 2007 World Series.
wanted to. By the time the first pitch is
Chris Jung, 2007 Murray State graduate and
thrown, the Rockies won't have played a official Indians blogger during their postseason
Photo courtesy Chri~ lung
game in nine days. That is an eternity for play, was helping Indians fans cope with the
Murray State alum Chris Juno poses with his father Wayne Juno at a Cleveland Indians oame.
any playoff baseball team. Add the nine- same loss through a blog created for one fan to
day layoff to the Red Sox winning their truly become the Indians' lOth man during the
larly in sports, and my passion for the Indians, I
is the fact that the Indians arc something I share
last three games in the American League postseason.
was like, 'I can do this,"' jung said.
with my dad," Jung said. "The fact that I had this
Championship, and you get a recipe for
"They were looking for the ultimate fan," Jung
Four days after submitting his entry, Jung
blog, I was able to put into words what he und I
disaster for the Colorado Rockies.
said. "They were looking for someone that could
received an e-mail from Cleveland's Managing
always talk about."
Behind Josh Beckett and Curt give in-depth insight, but who could also give it
Editor Dan Lebvry congratulating Jung for being
Jung said his father, Wayne was essentially his
Schilling's stellar performances, I'm pre- from a fan's perspective."
selected as one of the final four bloggcrs in the
first fan.
dicting a Red Sox victory in six games.
competition.
Jung discovered the blogging opportunity
''The first time I logged on and po~ted an entry
while visiting the Indians' team Web site just
Once the competitors were narrowed down.
and saw that (my father) had responded with a.
before postseason play began. The team was
the general public was asked to vote on the indicomment, that was the first time I was like,
'Wow, this is really neat,'" Jung said.
sponsoring a contest to help increase fan interacvidual it felt could best fill the spot. Out of 100
tion and to ultimately choose an official blogger
total contestants, Jung was deemed ·t he winner
UWe have a good relationship without baseball,
for the playoffs.
and quickly began blogging.
but it makes it stronger because (baseball) is
After reading the contest rules and discovering
Jung's first blog entry was Sept. 25, just before
something that's fun and pure, that's always
that he only needed SO words ofbaseball wisdom
there. And it's something we have to go back to
the Indians started playing in their first playoff
series. Throughout his time as the Indians' blogto qualify for the blogging position, Jung decided
no matter what."
he had nothing to lose.
ger, Jung said he tried to have a blog prepared
In lung's last entry, he reflected not only on the
"I spent, like, four hours staring at this SO-word
during every half-inning of each game, plus sevIndians' loss, but predominately on the good
times throughout the postseason.
paragraph, and you really don't realize how long
eral blogs on Cleveland's off-days and a recap
SO words is until you put it on paper ... it's nothafter each game played.
"I couldn't have askcll for a better script for
During the month-long stint with the Indians,
ing;' he said. "You end up having to cut a lot."
what the team gave me to work with," jung said.
Jung's inspiration wasn't always generated on the
Aaron Weare Is a staff writer at The
After writing and rewriting, Jung submitted his
"1 truly was blessed to have the opportunity."
baseball diamond.
Murray State News. e-mail comments to paragraph to the Cleveland organization.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
"Obviously with my writing history, particu"The coolest part about the whole experience
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.

Soccer
seniors say goodbye
.
with record-breaking win

Former Murray State student lands blogging job with Indians

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext . 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m. -noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Volleyball team gets 14th win
Steve Miller
Staff writer
After losing road matches to Jacksonville State
and Samford last weekend, the Racers look to
keep pace ' in the Ohlo Valley Conference at
home Tuesday night.
Tennessee-Martin made it difficult with
momentum shifts cootjouing throughout the
match, but Murray State finally prevailed in
game five.
The Racers took the first game 30-27 and then
prepared for the battle that ensued in the second
game. After 14 tied scores and four lead changes,
Tennessee-Martin finally put the Racers away
30-28.
.
The Racers responded in game three by .
putting the Skyhawks on the ropes. Taking 20 of
the game's final 26 points, the Racer cruised to a
30-14 victory. The points for the Racers weren't
that easy in game four though, and the Sky hawks
won 30-27 to stay alive and force a deciding
game five.
The two teams would go on small scoring
streaks that kept the game close throughout
point. Murray State finally reached match point
when the score was 14-13, but a kill by the Skyhawk'.s Laura Montague tied the game at 14. Murray buckled down and scored the next two points
to finally clinch the win.
"It came down to who worked the hardest,"
junior outside hitter Alyssa Groves said. ''We
weren't blown out in any of the games. The
deciding factor was what team could put it
together at the end and fmish the game."

Head Coach David Schwcpker showed signs of ,
nervousness on the sideline during game five
and said he was relieved when his team woiL
"Game five was anybody's game," Schwepker
said. "We got a couple of lucky breaks, but we
were able to get the win. 1'11 t.tke that."
Although the defensive specialist, junior libero
Heather Norris, was not able to suit up, six other
Racers accumulated dig totals in the i.louble digits. Junior outsider hitter Alison Mugler led the
team with 23 digs, and right behind her was
senior Tara DeMage with 22. Groves totaled 19
digs, while sophomore Cassie Chesney added 17.
Togehter, the team tallied 107 digs.
Offensively, DeMage tallied a career-high 21
kills and only five errors in 47 attacks. Groves
and freshman outside hitter Becca Lamb had 19
kills apiece. Hayden added 14 and was followed
by Mugler with 11. Chesney gavl~ out a matchhigh 65 assbts and three serving aces.
On the other side of the net, Kathryn Sprague
had 15 kills and three errors in 32 .attacks to lead
Tennessee-Martin. Sarah }ett provided 13, while
three other players had 11 each. Anna Gautreau
led all players in the match with 25 digs.
Mtsty Hays/The News
Schwepker said he was impressed by the
AUTM defender ,leaps to slow the Racers' offense.
resilience of Tennessee-Martin.
"Martin played great volleyball," Schwepker
who is still fighting for a spot in the OVC toursaid. wThey had some great rallies and did a lot of
nament. "l expect Austin Peay to come in here
great things to stay in the game. I'm proud of our
with a lot of confidence to plar against us. They
girls. We were down a lot and made the big
have to get this win, so I think it's going to be a
comebacks. I told them, 'I want to see what you
pretty good battle."
can do when you get down like this.' and they did
The match is nt 7 p.m. tonight nt Racer Arena.
it."
Steve
Miller
can
be
reached <It
The Racers' next opponent is Austin L>eay,
steven.milkr@mumly,<:tatc.,'du.

Football team awaits Eastern
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
Coming off its first Ohlo Valley Conference win in 18 tries, the Murra)'
State Racers football team welcomes the OVC-leading Eastern Kentucky
University Colonels to Roy Stewart Stadium on Saturday.
The Football Championship Subdivision's 16th-ranked Colonels have
won five strrught OVC contests and are 6-2 overall, with both of their losses coming at the hands of Football Bowl Subdivision foes.
"This Eastern Kentucky team is a good team," Head Coach Matt Griffin
said in his weekly press day. "They're very good on defense, they play that
bend-but-don't-break style of defense. They lead the country in turnover
margin. I give a lot of credit to their staff."
The Colonels are coming off of a dominating 49-7 performance against
former conference co-leader Tennessee State. The Colonel offense
amassed 537 yards of offense, with 364 yards coming on the ground.
Expect the running game to dictate the game for the Colonels against the
Racers, as they average 200 yards per game on the ground.
Against Tennessee State, the Colonels had two running backs rush for

more than 100 yards. Sophomore tailback C.J. Walker led the Colonels with
144 yards on 10 carries, with one touchdown. Senior tailhuck Bobby Washington Jed the team with two rushing touchdowns, to go along with his 134
yards on 18 carries.
Senior quarterback Allan Holland leads the Colonel passing game, with
182 yards per game.
"Tbcy run the ball really well," Griffin said. "They've got a real dualthreat with their two great backs in (Mark) Dunn and (Bobby) Washington,
and I think they have the best offensive line in the conference. <Allan) Holland is a great quarterback, be's playing lights-out."
On the defensive side of the ball, the Colonels arc led by senior linebacker
James Curry's 73 tackles. Senior defensive back Derrick Huff is the current
OVC Defensive Player of the Week, after his nine tackle and one interception performance against Tennessee State. Huff returned the interception
68 yards for a touchdown, and has five interceptions on the seuson to lead
the Colonel defense.
"(Derrick) Huff is a great safety. He's what you think of when you think
of a football player," Griffin said. "He just plays. He's not a weight room or
40-yard dash numbers guy. but he's a good football player."
The Racers take on the Colonels Saturday :u noon at l{oy Stewart Stadi·

urn.
Aaron Weare can be reached at aaron.wearc@murraystatc.edu.

Rifle team hosts home shootout,
dominate~ Rose-Hulman by 310
Sarah Tinsley
Staff writer
The rifle team had another
good showing last weekend
when it hosted Rose-Hulman
on Saturday.
The Racers came away with
the victory, making this their
third win of the sea.'>on. RoseHulman is a technology school
with 1,900 enrollment in Terre
Haute, Ind.
The Racers shot a 2321 out
of a possible 2400 in air rifle
and a 2264/2400 in smallbore.
This left MSU with an
aggregate score of 4585, beating Rose-Hulman's score of
4275.
Junior Kevin Witbrodt shot
a 582 out of a possible 600 in
air rifle and a 575/600 in smallbore. This left him with a combined total of 1156, whlch was
also a match-high score.
Senior Cameron Hicks also

frred a 582 in rur rifle and a 564
in smallbore. His aggregate
score was a 1146.
Sophomore Kasey Meyer
had a 580 in air rifle and a 553
in smallbore while sohomorc
Harley Jette had a 577 in air
rifle and senior Dan Belluzzo
shot a 573 in smallbore.
The lowest individual score
for the Racers, 553, was still
three points higher than the
best mark notched by RoseHulman. In addition, RoseHulman's highest aggregate
score was still 33 points below
the Racers' lowest, and 67
below its best.
The rifle team's next match
will be held Sunday in
Cookeville, Tenn., where the
Racers will face Tennessee
Tech. The match is scheduled
to begin at 8 a.m.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached
at sarah.tinsley@murraystate.

edu.

IS YOUR BROKER GIVING YOU

THE COLD SHOULDER?
AI. Edward Jone6, the le·vel of service
you receive depend• on )'Oilr personal

net>ds and prt>ferenres, not on the
8ize of your ~nve&tmeol portfolio.

Facebook or Myspace?

racebook

facebook

Rockies or Red Sox?

Red Sox

Rockies

Dine-in or delivery?

Delivery

Delivery

Lovett or RSEC concert?

RSEC

RSEC

iPod or Zune?
New- or old-style
VW Beetle?

Outdoors
brings hunter
· closer to spirit
Where I am come from, hunting is disregarded as appropriate pastime. As I
drive around the city limits of Chicago in
my old pickup truck with deer stickers
decorating my rear window. I often see a
lot of the middle fmgers and dirty looks
followed by the blaring of a horn.
J have had conversations, or more accurately, arguments,
with non-hunters
and anti-hunters that
make presidential
debates look tame.
No one wins, and
both parties walk
away clenching to
their beliefs and
despising the ignorance of the other.
There is no way to
win these squabbles.
I have tried using
Steve
logic and facts such
Miller
as hunting stimulates the economy as Outdoor columnist
hunters dump enormous amounts of cash (around $70 billion a year) on gear and trips. Or that
hunting is necessary for population control of animals, and the minimalization of
property damage to crops and livestock,
not to mention vehicles collisions. These
statements seem to fall on deaf cars,
Hunting, to me is almost a spiritual
experience. The encounter with nature
while hunting brings me back to the core
of my fundamental nature after spending
40 hours a week in front of a computer, in •
class or at work.
Hunting finds a way to inspire my senses. Coffee never tastes as good as it does
at 4 a.m. when I'm joking with family and
friends and anticipating the day's hunt. •
The thrill of a bugling bull elk will send•
shivers down my spine. A whitetail chas:•
ing a doe during the rut will cause me to
shake as 1 grab my bow or gun and hope ·
for a shot. The gobbling of a turkey in the
pre-dawn hours will make me giddy with :
excitement. The cackling of a long-tailed·
rooster pheasant as it takes flight from:
under my feet will deliver a rush of adrc.maline J can't find in any drug or drink.
Hunting is part of my heritage. I enjoy •
the being part of the process that passes
on that traditioiL 1 think the take and use'
of wild game creates a bettcr·rounded
individual who has a deeper connection
to the natural world, which is a lacking
concept in this day and age ofXboxes and"
cellphones. Water and woods beat out
steel and concrete any day of the week. I '
learned more in my first days afield than
I could have learned in years inside a
classroom. [t is how the founders of our
country, and those here before them. sustained themselves. I can look my food in
the eye and not hide behind the Styro·
foam and plastic wrap of a grocery store.
Luckily I still have the law on my side
(for the most part), and that cannot be '
argued. There is nothing unethical or illegal about responsible hunting. lt is still '
our right, but the mounting efforts of antihunting groups may be threatening that. :
The truth is, if they outlawed hunting•
tomorrow, I would still spend mornings
up a treestand or in a blind because I
enjoy the time with my brother and
friends. l enjoy the exercise and clean air.
I enjoy the freedom, and I enjoy peace
and order there. Not a day goes by that I
don't think about it.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist and
staff writer. He can he reached at
steven.miller@!murraystate.edu.
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Danny Sherid11n

Cross country heads to Hoover to clean competition
Tim MacAllister
Staff writer
The warm-up is over for the men
and women's cross country teams.
Everything up to this point has merely been a precursor to the event this
weekend.
Both teams will travel to Hoover,
Ala. to compete in the 2007 Ohio Valley Conference Cross Country Championships on Saturday.
Even though both of these teams
are very young, it.doesn't seem to faze
the team or Assistant Coach Chris
England.

"At this point in the season, the p revious meets have given them experience so in my eyes they're all veterans," England said.
The women's team looks to carry
their momentum from their last meet
into the upcoming championship
meet. T he team won the Evansville
Invitational in Evansville, Ind. on Oct.
13, led by sophomore Taylor Crawford.
Crawford finished seventh out of
U4 in the field. For her strong efforts.
she was named OVC Co-Runner of
the Week.
Although it was Crawford that got

the glory, the rest of the women's
team also finished strong in the last
tournament. Junior Alaina Zanin came
in right behind Crawford in eighth
place.
Freshman tea~ates Katelyn Jones
and Ascnath NaAman came in lith
and 12th places, respectively. T he
strong finishes by the entire team will
certainly be confidence boosters for
the young women's team.
The men will have their work cut
out for them this weekend. The Rac·
crs will have to go up against very stiff
competition, like conference foes
Easte rn Kentucky and Jacksonville

State; who are regionally ranked seventh and tenth, respectfully.
The Racers will be led by Andrew
Smithson, who has had the top finish
for the Racers in three out of four
races this year.
Even though the competition is
good, neither the women's nor the
men's teams seem to be intimidated
by the oppo nents.
"W e don't worry about the other
teams. we just worry about ourselvea." tint-year coach Rng)land said.
''We have had to travel to every meet
- we d idn't host one - so the distance
is not an issue."

Coach England said he feels the key
to the team athletes' success is simply
to run like they ru n in practice. "We
have been fortunate enough to have a
team full of hard workers," England
said.
The Racers are hoping all of hard
work in past weeks pays off this week·
end. The meet will be hosted by Samford University at Spain Park High
School. T he me n's 8K race will start at
9 a.m., while the women's SK will kick
off at 10 a.m.

Tim MacAllister can be reached by
e1Jl3il at timothy.macaWstcr@mur·
raystate.edu.
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Home cooking good life skill, provides health benefits
Becky Pasldevic:h
College Life Editor
If you live off campus and your cooking pots have been used
to catch the leak in your roof instead of for cooking, you may
, want to re-evaluate your eating habits.
, Mikala Trapani, senior from God fry, Ill., lives off campus and
: prepares many of her own meals. She said she eats healthier now
than she did when she lived in a residential college.
During her stay at her residential college she said her main
food source, Winslow, provided a variety of foods, unhealthy
and healthy, that were hard to avoid.
"(When living off campus) you go to the grocery store and you
can make smart choices while you're there so later when you are
at your place you are forced to eat it," she said. ~When you live
off campus you have more cooking options, not just a microwave
and refrigerator."
She credits her cooking skills to her mom and boyfriend. Starting with cookies and brownies, Trapani soon graduated to making lasagna, black bean quesadillas and chicken fajitas.
She said one of her favorite things to make is chicken. She
bakes it, cooks it on the s.tove or grills it on her George Foreman
Grill.
She said she uses different seasonings to give the chicken a
variety of flavors. For those low on time, Trapani suggested precooked food.
"There is frozen chicken meat that is already in the fajita-style
cuts," she said. "You just warm them up, stick them in the skillet,
wait until they're unfrozen and stick it in whatever you want to
eat."
Trapani has various ways of making her food healthier.
"I add vegetables and try not to use a lot of butter or oil," she
said. "I use cooking spray (as opposed to butter) to make things
less sticky."
She also said she uses seasoned salt instead of marinades, buys
ground turkey or lower-fat ground beef and when she cooks
chicken, she cuts off the fat.
ulf you have a stove and oven you should take advantage of
that and not always usc your microwave," she said, "Eventually
you're going to be on your own and it will be important (to know
. bow to cook) because you'll eventually get sick of eating out of
a box ... buying out gets expensive and you can eat cheaper by

Misty Hays/The News

Mlkala Trapani, senior from Godfrey, Ill., prepares many of her meals at
her home off campus.
cooking on your own."
She offered advice for those who want to start cooking but are
nervous they won't be good at it.
"Start with really simple meals." she said. "Even ones that
come in a box that require the oven instead of the microwave.
Collf!ge cookbooks are always a good idea and asking people you
know, especially your parents, and getting exact rl!cipes and following it exactly. Then you can experiment and break off and

#14.. Ma'ke no effort to slow down
or puddles. In fact, be sure to SPEED UP.
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see what you like,"
She keeps chicken breast, frozen vegetables, bread, shredded
cheese and potatoes, as well as seasoned salt and garlic powder,
in stock in her kitchen.
When she lived in n residential college, Trapani said she ate a
lot of Ramen noodles. She tried to he healthy by making turkey
sandwiches and buying celery and carrots for her refrigerator.
Ultimately though. she said it's hard to eat healthy while living
in a residential college.
Lori Crouch, the clinical instructor for the dietetic internship
program at Murray State, said students who live on campus and
predominantly dine at Winslow should focus on controlling
their portion sizes and balancing their plates.
Crouch said eating healthy could be difficult when dining in a
buffet-style cafeteria.
"People tend to over-indulge (at Winslow) because it is a bu ffet and there are 11 lot of things to choose from," she said. "Make
sure each of your food groups are represented when you go
through the lines. The key is ponion control and finding balance
in the food that you eat."
There arc definite health benefits to preparing meals at home,
Crouch said.
"You can control what types of ingredients you put in (to what
you're making) and you can make it lower fat by cutting down
on how much fat you usc or substituting different ingredients to
make it lower fat," she said. " ... (Spices and herbs) bring such a
great variety (of Oavor to food) as opposed to butter· and frying
things."
Crouch said portion control is another thing that is easier to
maintain at home. When preparing a plate for yourself, it's easier to ensure the meal represents cnch food group in the right
quantity, she said.
Recognizing that most college students arc on a hudget,
Crouch said students could adjust their purchases to meet their
financial situations.
She said frozen fruits and vegetables, which arc typically
cheaper than fresh, are a fine substitution.
Canned foods nrc fine to eat as well, she said, though she recommends buying products with lower salt contents.
Bt•cky Paskie\•ich can be reached at rebccca.paskicvich@
murraystatc.edu.
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The October offers heartfelt vocals, Lovett perfor•nance
Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes the music reviews.

With only six songs, it's · easy to listen to the album in its
entirety multiple times without getting bored. Rarely can I fmd
a CD with that sort oflongevity.
Ryan Cain, guitarist for The October, said they bave received
criticism for the album's length.
"People wish that it was longer," Cain said. "The background
behind the (album) is that we wanted to record 'Lost Since Graduation' as a song and also 'Tragedy Tragedy,' so we recorded
both of those and we're going to release it (online)."
Instead 12 tracks were auditioned for the EP, a shorter length
CD, resulting in flve new songs and a re-recording of"Gravity."
With the recent weather on campus, "Don't Color the Sky
Blue" fits the bleak mood. The track begins with the lyrics,
"Rain, rain- you watch it fall down" and suddenly you're captivated by Dustin Burnett's smooth and emotional vocals.
Every track is my favorite when I press play.
I fall in love with "Don't Color the Sky Blue" and soon after I'm
swooning over the oceanic "Move On." "Are you still looking for
the ocean?" asks Burnett, "'cause I taste it in your tears."
A moment later I've firmly decided that "Tragedy Tragedy" is
my ultimate favorite track, if only for the unique anguish provided by the instrumentals and heartfelt vocals.
There isn't a bad track on the CD.
·The October seems to pull a lot of inspiration from bands of
the 70s and 80s, creating a nostalgic sound that keeps listeners
intrigued.
"Instead of going with what's currently the flavor, we want to
make something timeless," Cain said.
With "Lost Since Graduation," they were successful.
Like Pink Floyd and The Rolling Stones are classics for my
parents, The October will be mine when I am older.
The October will perform at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow as part of the
Lovett Live Onstage Series. Described as "a real MTV
unplugged" type show, it will feature acoustic guitars and a
string quartet.
It will also be recorded for a CD and filmed for a video. The

As a writer, I'm supposed to be able to successfully express my
thoughts and feelings. Yet, my verbal responses tend to feature
blank stares and awkward stuttering.
This is why I am not a poet but, instead, a journalist. Others
say what is important, and I report on it.
The October, however, is a band of poets, and "Lost Since
Graduation" is an album of feelings I share but can't seem to
express withoul sounding moronic.
Next time I want to express an emotion, I'll simply pull out my
iPod and press play on a selection by The October.
When I first arrived in Murray I learned about the band from
a number of people, either through Facebook event invites or
classmates' T -shirts. Since the band is from near by Calvert City,
Ky., they are well known in the area.
It wasn't, however, until recently that l bothered to take
notice. As always, I regret not listening sooner.
Maybe Murray State should make the band part of Great
Beginnings - "Here's a tour of campus, here's your student l.D.
and here, enjoy this CD by The October."
"Lost Since Graduation" would be the perfect transition album
for incoming freshmen, after aJl
Hailed by the band as the best song they've written and
recorded, the amount of work in the track "Lost Since Graduation" is obvious.
With such a universal concept, it's an amazing way to start the
album.
Some of my favorite songs are those that sound like a movie.
You know the ones - you listen to them and can picture a scene
in your mind.
"Lost Since Graduation" is one of those songs. It feels like a
Brat Pack movie. r can easily picture Molly Ringwald dancing on
a library bookshelf to this song.
The songs are reminiscent and ridiculously catchy.
"Runaway" was in my head for hours after the flrst listen.

photo courtesy of Big Fill Cat puhlk
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The October will perform tomorrow niQht as part of the Lovett Uve series.
band said they wanted to do something different for the people
in this area who have seen them previously.
Words cannot express how much you do not want to miss this
show.
Charlotte can be reached at charlotte.kyle@murrayscate.edu.

fffJ
--.....,..,No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Scream for a cause: local haunted houses fund charities
Paducah & Murray, Ky.
Halloween is quickly approaching and in the 'spirit' of the bollJay, area haunted houses are terrifying audiences for a good cause.
This weekend, travel no further than the Sigma Chi house, located at 103 N. l4lh St., for its seventh annual haunted house.
~~l'!ll
The event is the fraternity's philanthropy and all the money raised
will go toward the John Huntsman Cancer Institute.
Huntsman is a Sigma Chi alumnus who is leading the way in cancer
resear ch. Last year Sigma Chi raised over $1,000 for the organization.
The haunted house is filled with interactive scenes from popular horror fllms performed by live actors. Two guides accompany each group as they
attempt to make it out of the house alive. Each trip takes about 20 minutes.
If the weather permits. projectors outside of the house will display famous scenes from scary
movies.
The haunted house takes one week to build and is produced b.y the fraternity and volunteers.
Local businesses, organizations and alumni contribute to the event.
The haunted house is open to the University and Murray community. Advance tickets are available at the Curris Center for $3. Tickets are $5 at the door. Tours run from 8 p.m. to midnight
tonight and Saturday.
For more information on the Sigma Chi Haunted House contact Jared Renner at jared.renner@murraystate.edu.
After spending a frightful night in Murray, you may still be itching for a little road trip for a scare.
Hop in the car and head to Paducah, Ky., to experience Talon Falls Screampark, an outdoor tour
through the evil community of Talon Falls or the Dead End Haunted House. Talon Falls' newest
indoor edition of terror.
Talon Falls is an interactive journey through indoor mazes and outdoor paths through woods,
junk yards and classrooms. This year's theme is Haunted Homecoming.
Over 100 aclorswill entertain brave adventurers. Talon Falls takes about 40 minutes to complete
and has full audio and special effects.
The Dead End !Jaunted House is another thrill to eniliark upon while in Paducah.
The haunted house features over 8,000 square feet of twists and turns that will shock the human
psyche. The all· original cast and elaborate set will keep audiences entertained and hoping to leave
with their sanity intact. The journey takes about 30 minutes to complete.
Both attractions are orchestrated by Todd Ferren Photography and sponsored by Coca-Cola,
Hardees, Electric 96.9, S&W Productions and General Fire Extinguisher.
A porLion of all proceeds will benefit Child Watch, West Kentucky Crime Stoppers and a West
Kentucky Community and Technical College scholarship fund. So far, Talon Falls has raised over
$50,000 for charity.
Talon Falls Haunted Screampark and the Dead End Haunted House are open 6:30 to ll p.m.
tonight through Sunday and 6:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.
Tickets for the Haunted Screampark are $15 and $10 for the Haunted House. Screamfest combo
tickets to visit both events are $25. Discount tickets are available at Hardees, reducing the cost to

$2 for the Screampark and $1 for the Haunted House. The box office opens at dusk.
To get to the box office, take l-24 to exit seven. Turn west on HWY 62 and go about one mile.
The box office will be on your left in ihe West Kentucky Community and Technical CoUege parking lot.
Transportation will be provided from the parking lot to the Haunted Screampark or additional
directions to the Haunted House will be provided.
For more information on Talon Falls and the Dead End Haunted House visit talonfalls.com.
Check out additional haunted thrills in the area at wkyq.com/haunted house.

photo courtesy of viewmorepicslmyspacc.com

Talon Falls. ahaunted house in Paducah, Ky., donates proceeds to Child Watch, West Kentucky Crime Stoppers and
a West Kentucky Community and Technical Colle9e scholarship fund.
Every Y!eek the College life section provides fun and frugal trip ideas. Clip out each week's destination and refer to it when
you get in a rut and need to get away or are itching for an exciting adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining event going on Within aday's car ride. send your Cheap Trip Information and a phone num·
ber to rebecca.paskievich@murraystate.edu or ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.
Also. if you qet a chance to go to one of our Cheap Trip destinations. send an e·mail to say how it went. Safe travels!
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Murray State gets steam-'punked'
Sttidents bring Victorian era trend up-to-date on campus
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Computers with typewriter keys and
Victorian electric guitars may sound like
something from a fantasy novel, but two
students arc trying to make these ideas a
reality.
Elijah Phillips. junior from Benton, Ky.,
and David Dycus, junior from Calvert
City, Ky., nre bringing the steampunk
subculture to Murray.
According to dictionary.com, steampunk is a genre of science fiction set in
Victorian times. when steam wa~ the
main source of machine power.
"Steampunk as a whole, above anything
else, is a style," Phillips said. "For a lot of
people it's like a subculture, kind of like
bow punk is a subculture. For a lot of people, it's about what clothing to wear and
what parties to go to, but for others it's a
design aesthetic."
It was this design aspect. in addition to
the unique culture, that attracted Dycus
to steampunk.
"It's a trend that hasn't really taken root
in Murray yet, so there's still a chance for
(Eli and me) to stand out for being steampunks," Dycus said.
Phillips and Dycus began their journey

into the past last semester.
"I've always been kind of do-it-yourself
and in the 1800s, everything was do-ityourself," Phillips said.
They arc working on a stcampunk guitar, designed to look industrialized. It has
nails running through it and is equipped
with a ·pressure gauge and gears as if it
was powered by steam rather than electricity._
Phillips said they are also planning to
create a computer keyboard designed to
look like a typewriter.
While Dycus enjoys the design elements of the subculture. Phillips said he
is more interested in building.
"If I wanted something I would go out
of my way to learn how to build it,"
Phillips said. "(David) and I arc just
always trying to build ridiculous contraptions and basically that led us to .a pool of
people on the Internet who were also trying to build ridkulous contraptions.
''He will see a picture of something he
likes and he'll say, 'Let's do that.' I guess
I'm our inventor and he's our idea man.
He funds all of the projects. He goes out
and buys the stuff so I can build things for
him.':
Dycus and Phillips learn about the culture and get ideas for projects from Web

sites like stcampunkworkshop.com and
brassgoggles.co.uk. These sites feature
steampunk projects, concepts and ideology.
"They showcase steampunk stuff from
all around the world," Dycus said. "If anyone has done anything remotely steampunk - if someone's made some sort of an
art project or a guitar like mine or a costume or anything like that - you'll probably fmd it on (Brass Goggles)."
Everything today is disposable, Phillips
said, and that is a belief of steampunks.
Steampunk is a way of appreciating
inventions and ingenuity.
"If you built something or if you had
anything (in the Victorian age) it was
going to last," Phillips said. ''(Steampunks
are) looking at modem technology and
saying, 'this is really cheap, this is really
disposable, and it's worthless.' It used to
be that inventors' stuff was appreciated
for more than a day."
While they haven't completed a project
to date, Dycus said they have ideas for
future steampunk items, including a car.
Said Dycus: "I encourage anyone else
in Murray to take up the steampunk
cause."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

El,linc Kight/The News

Junior David Dycus from Calvert City, Ky.. enjoys designing steampunk
items sud\ as this guitar.

Photo courtesy croday.ru/l007/0fi/18/~tParnpunk2

Items like this laptop have been recreated with Victorian·era details.

photo courtes)' redicrret.ncl

This light saber has been transformed from the futuristic 'Star Wars' look to a design fit for the 1800s.
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GREEK LIFE

.Sorority hosts inaugural cornhole classic
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer

Paul Holladay/The News

Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon participated in the Alpha Delta Pi Classic
Cornhole Tournament Oct. 18. The event proceeds benefited its phllan·
thropy, Ronald McDonald House Charities.

Many college students enjoy playing
cornhole and last week a charitable cause
benefited from the game's popularity.
On Oct. 18, Alpha Delta Pi sorority held
its first Classic Cornhole Tournament
with proceeds benefiting its philan·
thropy, Ronald McDonald House Charities (RMHC).
Almost all of Murray State's fraternities
and sororities participated, along with
Clark College, an independent team. For
an entry fee of $60, most organizations
sponsored fiVe teams of two players.
Philanthropy Coordinator Hilary
Edwards, senior from Clinton, Ky., said
ADPi raised around $1,000.
Along with the cornhole tournament,
the sorority sponsored a pop tab contest
with proceeds also benefiting its philanthropy.
She said the decision to change the
fundraiser was a last-minute choice of the
philanthropy committee.
A popular college-student pastime.
cornhole is a game in which players take
turns pitching small bags filled with corn
at a raised platform with a hole io it.
One point is scored when the bag lands
on the platform and three points are
scored if the bag lands in the hole. Play
continues until someone reaches 21
points.
"This is the ftrst year for the comhole
tournament," Edwards said. 'We had
about 200 people show up. It was a lot
better with attendance and fundraising
than with the Battle of Bands last year."
The winning groups received plaques
to commemorate the event. Alpha Sigma

Alpha won first place in the sorority division and Alpha Sigma Phi won first place
in the fraternity division. An overall
award was given to Kappa Sigma, which
had the highest combination of results
from the pop tab contest, the cornhole
boards decorating contest, attendance,
over-all sportsmanship and cornholc
competition scores.
"This year was a lot better than last
year," Kara Crawford, junior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., said. "There was interactive things to do (as opposed) to just
watching the band."
According to rmhc.com, ADPi involvement with the charity started in 1979.
Since then, the sorority has contributed
over $2 million to the foundation.
RMHC said 195 McDonald Houses in 16
countries exist to provide comfort, care
and a home-away-from-home for the families of seriously ill children who are
receiving treatment at nearby hospitals.
More than 10 million families around
the world have benefited from the program.
The homes allow family members to
escape from the tension and stress of the
hospital environment.
RMHC's Web site said it has awarded
more than $440 rnillion dollars in grants
and program services worldwide to make
a significant impact on the lives of children.
Each chapter is assigned to a particular
house, where alumnae associations volunteer.
The Murray State chapter of ADPi
sponsors the Ronaid McDonald House in
Albuquerque, N.M.
"They rely on organizations like ours
so families can afford to stay somewhere

(for a) few months at a time," Edwards
said. "We collect money from the pop tab
contest throughout the year."
Edwards said ADPi has scheduled n
visit to the New Mexico house in November.
She saiJ two years ago the Murray
State chapter met with the Vanderbilt
University chapter to visit the Ronald
McDonald House in Nashville, Tenn.
On the visit, the sornrities took tours of
the home and cooked dinner for the families staying at the house.
Edwards said they enjoyed seeing how
their fundraising money was put to usc.
Unlike other philanthropies, AD Pi docs
not support a particular cure for a disease.
"Our charity doesn't go towards 11nding
a cure, but helps families that are currently in need," Crawford said.
Whitney Harrod can be reacllc:d nt
IVhitncy.harrod@murraystate.edu.

2007 Alpha Delta PI Classic
Comhole tournament Winners
Sorority divisiOn:
1st .. Alpha Sigma Alpha
2nd .. Sigma Sigma Sigma
Fraternity dMsion:
~st · Alpha Sigma Phi
2nd · Lambda Chi Alpha
Overall winner: Kappa Sigma

School project inspires student,
artwork hangs in Ordway Hall
Ashley Henson
Staff writer

a

For most third-graders. school day is f.Llled with multiplication tables, Goosebumps books and deciding who will be "it"
during the recess game of tag. For this Murray State student,
third grade was the beginning of a lifelong passion.
A simple school assignment started it all. Sarah Landolt,
sophomore from Nashville, Tenn., came home from school one
day after being askc,d to draw a portrait in art class. Her version
of a portrait included exaggerated features and misplaced body
parts and was considered ugly by everyone in her class.
"Well, thjs looks similar to Picasso." her father said.
Landolt said she had never heard of the artist, but it wasn't
long after when her father bought her first art book - a book on
Pablo Picasso.
"To my little Picasso." he said in giving this gift to his daughter. That was the day Landolt started painting consistently and
immediately fell in love with it.
"I took minimal art classes in high school," Landolt said. "I
actually had a neighbor who knew a little about art, so I would
go over there when 1 was discouraged and learn new things and
paint when r could."
Local artists in Tennessee like Polly Cook and Sherry Parrish
served as the inspiration Landolt needed to pursue her painting.
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An art teacher at her high school suggested that Landolt have
an art show to display her talent to the community. She said it
took little pushes like that to help her grow as an artist.
Landolt entered Murray State not only because of her strong
passion for art, but also because of her strong ties to the school.
Landolt is the granddaughter of George Hart, who helped found
the University and is the namesake of Hart College.
When it was time to declare a major, art sat on the back burner as French became her main subject of study.
"I have always wanted to pursue my art on the side," Landolt
said. "1 chose French as my major because I am also interested
in international travel. There is a great art program here, and I
would like to take some introductory classes to make me a better artist, but I like my art to be separate."
Landolt, who mainly paints in acrylic, likes to do commission
work when it comes to paintings. When a person specifically
requests a piece, Landolt caters to the request, painting it for
them, then making the sale.
She also dabbles in types of art other than painting.
"l would really love to be a fashion designer," Landolt said. "I
also like to make jewelry and furniture when I can."
Landholt currently has 10 paintings on display in Ordway Hall
and has also had art shows in her hometown.
Asbley Henson can be reached at asblcy.benson@
murraystate.edu.

Misty Haysllht> Nt•w~

Sarah Landolt sophomore from Nashville, Tenn., discovered her artistic
abilities in grammar school.

